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Abstract

Network alignment refers to the problem of finding a bijective mapping across vertices of two or more graphs to maximize the number of overlapping edges and/or to minimize the number of mismatched interactions across networks. This paper introduces a network alignment algorithm inspired by eigenvector analysis which creates a simple relaxation for the underlying quadratic assignment problem. Our method relaxes binary assignment constraints along the leading eigenvector of an alignment matrix which captures the structure of matched and mismatched interactions across networks. Our proposed algorithm denoted by *EigeAlign* has two steps. First, it computes the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of the alignment matrix. Second, it uses this eigenvector in a linear optimization framework of maximum weight bipartite matching to infer bijective mappings across vertices of two graphs. Unlike existing network alignment methods, EigenAlign considers both matched and mismatched interactions in its optimization and therefore, it is effective in aligning networks even with low similarity. We show that, when certain technical conditions hold, the relaxation given by EigenAlign is asymptotically exact over Erdős-Rényi graphs with high probability. Moreover, for modular network structures, we show that EigenAlign can be used to split the large quadratic assignment optimization into small subproblems, enabling the use of computationally expensive, but tight semidefinite relaxations over each subproblem. Through simulations, we show the effectiveness of the EigenAlign algorithm in aligning various network structures including Erdős-Rényi, power law, and stochastic block models, under different noise models. Finally, we apply EigenAlign to compare gene regulatory networks across human, fly and worm species which we infer by integrating genome-wide functional and physical genomics datasets from ENCODE and modENCODE consortia. EigenAlign infers conserved regulatory interactions across these species despite large evolutionary distances spanned. We find strong conservation of centrally-connected genes and some biological pathways, especially for human-fly comparisons.
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1 Introduction

The term *network alignment* encompasses several distinct but related problem variants [1]. In general, network alignment aims to find a bijective mapping across two (or more) networks so that if two nodes are connected in one network, their images are also connected in the other network(s).
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If such an errorless alignment scheme exists, network alignment is simplified to the problem of graph isomorphism \[2\]. However, in general, an errorless alignment scheme may not be feasible across two networks. In that case, network alignment aims to find a mapping with the minimum error and/or the maximum overlap.

Network alignment has a broad range of applications in different areas including biology, computer vision, and linguistics. For instance, network alignment has been used frequently as a comparative analysis tool in studying protein-protein interaction networks across different species \[3–8\]. In computer vision, network alignment has been used in image recognition by matching similar images \[9, 10\]; while it has been applied in ontology alignment to find relationships among different representations of a database \[11,12\].

Finding an optimal alignment mapping across networks is computationally challenging \[13\], and is closely related to the quadratic assignment problem (QAP) \[14\]. However, owing to numerous applications of network alignment in different areas, several algorithms have been designed to solve this problem approximately. Some algorithms are based on linear \[15\], \[16\] or semidefinite \[17, 18\] relaxations of the underlying QAP, some methods use a Bayesian framework \[19\], or message passing \[20\], while other techniques use heuristics to find approximate solutions for the network alignment optimization \[3,4,6\]. We will review these methods in Section 2.2.

In general, existing network alignment methods have two major shortcomings. First, they only consider maximizing the number of overlapping edges (matches) across two networks and therefore, they ignore effects of mismatches (interactions that exist only in one of the networks). This can be critical in applications where networks have low similarity and therefore, there are many more expected possible mismatches than matches. Second, their performance is assessed mostly through simulations and/or validations with real data where an analytical performance characterization is lacked even in simple cases.

In this paper, we introduce a network alignment algorithm called EigenAlign which advances previous network alignment techniques in several aspects. EigenAlign creates a simple relaxation for the underlying QAP by relaxing binary assignment constraints linearly along the leading eigenvector of an alignment matrix which captures the structure of matched and mismatched interactions across networks. This leads to a solution for the underlying network alignment optimization which can be computed efficiently through an eigen decomposition step followed by a linear assignment step. Unlike existing network alignment methods, EigenAlign considers both matched and mismatched interactions in the optimization and therefore is effective in aligning networks even with low similarity. This is critical in comparative analysis of biological networks of distal species because there are numerous mismatched interactions across those networks, partially owing to extensive gene functional divergence due to processes such as gene duplication and loss.

EigenAlign advances existing network alignment methods in both algorithmic aspects, as well as qualitative aspects of the network alignment objective function, by considering both match and mismatch effects. Through analytical performance characterization, simulations on synthetic networks, and real-data analysis, we show that, the combination of these two aspects leads to an improved performance of the EigenAlign algorithm compared to existing network alignment methods in the literature. On simple examples, we isolate multiple aspects of the proposed algorithm and evaluate their individual contributions in the performance. We note that, existing network alignment packages may be improved by borrowing algorithmic and/or qualitative ideas of the proposed EigenAlign method. However, extending those methods is beyond the scope of this paper.

For an analytical characterization of the EigenAlign performance, we consider asymptotically...
large Erdős-Rényi graphs [21] owing to their tractable spectral characterization. In particular, we prove that the EigenAlign solution is asymptotically optimal with high probability for Erdős-Rényi graphs, under some general conditions. Proofs are based on a characterization of eigenvectors of Erdős-Rényi graphs, along with a spectral perturbation analysis of the alignment matrix. Moreover, we evaluate the performance of the proposed method on real biological networks as well.

Although the EigenAlign relaxation leads to an efficient method to align large and complex networks which performs better than existent contenders, its relaxation may not be as tight as convex and semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxations of the underlying QAP that seek solutions in the intersection of orthogonal and stochastic matrices [17, 18, 22–25]. However, these methods have high computational complexity which prohibits their applications in aligning large networks. For modular network structures, we show that, EigenAlign can be used to split the large underlying quadratic assignment problem into small subproblems, enabling the use of computationally expensive SDP relaxations over each subproblem, in parallel. The key insight is that, the EigenAlign solution which can be computed efficiently even for large networks, provides a robust mapping of modules across networks. The resulting algorithm which we term EigenAlign+SDP is effective in aligning modular network structures with low computational complexity, even in high-noise levels.

We compare the performance of our proposed method against four existing network alignment methods based on belief propagation (NetAlign [20]), spectral decomposition (IsoRank [3]), Lagrange relaxation (Klau optimization [15]), and an SDP-based method [17] via simulations. Our simulation results illustrate the effectiveness of the EigenAlign algorithm in aligning various network structures including Erdős-Rényi, power law, and stochastic block structures, under different noise models. Moreover, we apply our method to compare gene regulatory networks across human, fly and worm species. First, we infer gene regulatory networks in these species by integrating genome-wide functional and physical datasets from ENCODE and modENCODE consortia, using both rank-based and likelihood-based integration approaches. We show that, inferred regulatory interactions have significant overlap with known interactions in TRANSFAC [26], REDfly [27] and EdgeDB [28] benchmarks, for human, fly and worm species, respectively, indicating the robustness and accuracy of the inference pipeline. Next, we apply the EigenAlign algorithm and other network alignment techniques to infer conserved regulatory interactions across these species using homolog gene mappings. Our results highlight the effectiveness of the EigenAlign algorithm in finding mappings which cause more matches and fewer mismatches across networks, compared to other network alignment techniques proposed in the literature. Using EigenAlign mappings, we find strong conservation of centrally-connected genes and some biological pathways, especially for human-fly comparisons.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the network alignment problem and review existent network alignment techniques. In Section 3, we introduce our proposed algorithm and discuss its relationship with the underlying quadratic assignment problem. Moreover, we present the optimality of our method over random graphs, under some general conditions. In Section 4, we consider the network alignment problem of modular networks and introduce an algorithm which solves it efficiently. In Section 5, we compare performance of our method with existent network alignment methods under different network structures and noise models. In Section 6, we introduce our network inference framework to construct integrative gene regulatory networks in different species. In Section 7, we illustrate applications of our method in comparative analysis of regulatory networks across species. In Section 8, we present optimality proofs of proposed methods. In Section 9, we conclude the paper and highlight future directions.
Figure 1: (a) An illustration of matched, mismatched, and neutral mappings, for undirected graphs. (b) An illustration of inconsistent mappings, for directed graphs, where they are matches in one direction, and mismatches in the other direction.

2 Network Alignment Problem Setup

2.1 Problem Formulation and Notation

In this section, we introduce the network alignment problem formulation. Let $G_1 = (V_1, E_1)$ and $G_2 = (V_2, E_2)$ be two graphs (networks) where $V_a$ and $E_a$ represent set of nodes and edges of graph $a = 1, 2$, respectively. By abuse of notation, let $G_1$ and $G_2$ be their matrix representations as well where $G_a(i, j) = 1$ if $(i, j) \in E_a$, for $a = 1, 2$. Suppose network $a$ has $n_a$ nodes, i.e., $|V_a| = n_a$. We assume that networks are un-weighted (binary), and possibly directed. The proposed framework can be extended to the case of weighted graphs as well.

Let $X$ be an $n_1 \times n_2$ binary matrix where $x(i, j') = 1$ means that node $i$ in network 1 is mapped to node $j'$ in network 2. The pair $(i, j')$ is called a mapping edge across two networks. In the network alignment setup, each node in one network can be mapped to at most one node in the other network, i.e., $\sum_{j'} x(i, j') \leq 1$ for all $j'$, and similarly, $\sum_i x(i, j') \leq 1$ for all $i$.

Let $y$ be a vectorized version of $X$. That is, $y$ is a vector of length $n_1n_2$ where, $y(i + (j' - 1)n_1) = x(i, j')$. To simplify notation, define $y_{i,j'} = x(i, j')$.

Two mappings $(i, j')$ and $(r, s')$ can be matches which cause overlaps, can be mismatches which cause errors, or can be neutrals (Figure 1-a).

**Definition 1** Suppose $G_1 = (V_1, E_1)$ and $G_2 = (V_2, E_2)$ are undirected graphs. Let $\{i, r\} \subseteq V_1$ and $\{j', s'\} \subseteq V_2$ where $x(i, j') = 1$ and $x(r, s') = 1$. Then,

- $(i, j')$ and $(r, s')$ are matches if $(i, r) \in E_1$ and $(j', s') \in E_2$.
- $(i, j')$ and $(r, s')$ are mismatches if only one of the edges $(i, r)$ and $(j', s')$ exists.
- $(i, j')$ and $(r, s')$ are neutrals if none of the edges $(i, r)$ and $(j', s')$ exists.

Definition 1 can be extended to the case where $G_1$ and $G_2$ are directed graphs. In this case, mappings $(i, j')$ and $(r, s')$ are matches/mismatches if they are matches/mismatches in one of the possible directions. However, it is possible to have these mappings be matches in one direction, while they are mismatches in the other direction (Figure 1-b). These mappings are denoted as inconsistent mappings, defined as follows:
Definition 2 Let \( G_1 = (V_1, E_1) \) and \( G_2 = (V_2, E_2) \) be two directed graphs and \( \{i, r\} \subseteq V_1 \) and \( \{j', s'\} \subseteq V_2 \) where \( x(i, j') = 1 \) and \( x(r, s') = 1 \). If edges \( i \rightarrow r, r \rightarrow i, \) and \( j' \rightarrow s' \) exist, however, \( s' \rightarrow j' \) does not exist, then mappings \( (i, j') \) and \( (r, s') \) are inconsistent.

Existing network alignment formulations aim to find a mapping matrix \( X \) which maximizes the number of matches between networks. However, these formulations can lead to mappings which cause numerous mismatches, especially if networks have low similarity. In this paper, we propose a more general formulation for the network alignment problem which considers both matches and mismatches simultaneously.

For a given alignment matrix \( X \) across networks \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \), we assign an alignment score by considering the number of matches, mismatches and neutrals caused by \( X \):

\[
\text{Alignment Score (X)} = s_1(\# \text{ of matches}) + s_2(\# \text{ of neutrals}) + s_3(\# \text{ of mismatches}), \tag{2.1}
\]

where \( s_1, s_2, \) and \( s_3 \) are scores assigned to matches, neutrals, and mismatches, respectively. Note that, existing alignment methods ignore effects of mismatches and neutrals by assuming \( s_2 = s_3 = 0 \). In the following, we re-write (2.1) as a quadratic assignment formulation.

Consider two undirected graphs \( G_1 = (V_1, E_1) \) and \( G_2 = (V_2, E_2) \). We form an alignment network represented by adjacency matrix \( A \) in which nodes are different mappings across the networks, and the edges capture whether there are matches, mismatches or neutrals (Figure 2).

Definition 3 Let \( \{i, r\} \subseteq V_1 \) and \( \{j', s'\} \subseteq V_2 \), where \( x(i, j') = 1 \) and \( x(r, s') = 1 \).

\[
A[(i, j'), (r, s')] = \begin{cases} 
  s_1, & \text{if } (i, j') \text{ and } (r, s') \text{ are matches}, \\
  s_2, & \text{if } (i, j') \text{ and } (r, s') \text{ are neutrals}, \\
  s_3, & \text{if } (i, j') \text{ and } (r, s') \text{ are mis-matches},
\end{cases} \tag{2.2}
\]

where \( s_1, s_2, \) and \( s_3 \) are scores assigned to matches, neutrals, and mismatches, respectively.

We can re-write (2.2) as follows:

\[
A[(i, j'), (r, s')] = (s_1 + s_2 - 2s_3)G_1(i, r)G_2(j', s') + (s_3 - s_2)(G_1(i, r) + G_2(j', s')) + s_2. \tag{2.3}
\]

We can summarize (2.2) and (2.3) as follows:

\[
A = (s_1 + s_2 - 2s_3)(G_1 \otimes G_2) + (s_3 - s_2)(G_1 \otimes 1_{n_2}) + (s_3 - s_2)(1_{n_1} \otimes G_2) + s_2(1_{n_1} \otimes 1_{n_2}), \tag{2.4}
\]

where \( \otimes \) represents matrix Kronecker product, and \( 1_n \) is an \( n \times n \) matrix whose elements are all ones.

Remark 1 A similar scoring scheme can be used for directed graphs. However when graphs are directed, some mappings can be inconsistent according to Definition 2, i.e., they are matches in one direction and mismatches in another. Scores of inconsistent mappings can be assigned randomly to matched/mismatched scores, or to an average score of matches and mismatches (i.e., \( (s_1 + s_3)/2 \)). For random graphs, inconsistent mappings are rare events. For example, suppose network edges are
distributed according to a Bernoulli distribution with parameter $p$. Then, the probability of having an inconsistent mapping across networks is equal to $4p^3(1 - p)$. Therefore, their effect in network alignment is negligible specially for large sparse networks. Throughout the paper, for directed graphs, we assume inconsistent mappings have negligible effect unless it is mentioned explicitly.

Alignment scores $s_1$, $s_2$ and $s_3$ of (2.2) can be arbitrary in general. However, in this paper we consider the case where $s_1 > s_2 > s_3 > 0$ with the following rationale: Suppose a mapping matrix $X$ has a total of $\kappa$ mapping edges. For example, if networks have $n_1 = n_2 = n$ nodes and there is no unmapped nodes across two networks, $\kappa = n$. The total number of matches, mismatches and neutrals caused by this mapping is equal to $\binom{n}{2}$. Thus, for mapping matrices with the same number of mapping edges, without loss of generality, one can assume that, alignment scores are strictly positive $s_1, s_2, s_3 > 0$ (otherwise, a constant can be added to the right-hand side of (2.2)). In general, mappings with high alignment scores might have slightly different number of mapping edges owing to unmapped nodes across the networks which has a negligible effect in practice. Moreover, in the alignment scheme, we wish to encourage matches and penalize mismatches. Thus, throughout this paper, we assume $s_1 > s_2 > s_3 > 0$.

Remark 2 In practice, some mappings across two networks may not be possible owing to additional side information. The set of possible mappings across two networks is denoted by $\mathcal{R} = \{(i, j') : i \in V_1, j' \in V_2\}$. If $\mathcal{R} = V_1 \times V_2$, the problem of network alignment is called unrestricted. However, if some mappings across two networks are prevented (i.e., $y_{i,j'} = 0$, for $(i,j') \notin \mathcal{R}$), then the problem of network alignment is called restricted.

In the following, we present the network alignment optimization which we consider in this paper:

Definition 4 (Network Alignment Problem Setup) Let $G_1 = (V_1, E_1)$ and $G_2 = (V_2, E_2)$ be two binary networks. Network alignment aims to solve the following optimization:

$$\max_y \ y^T A y,$$

$$\sum_i y_{i,j'} \leq 1, \quad \forall i \in V_1,$$

$$\sum_{j'} y_{i,j'} \leq 1, \quad \forall j' \in V_2,$$

$$y_{i,j'} \in \{0, 1\}, \quad \forall (i,j') \in V_1 \times V_2,$$

$$y_{i,j'} = 0, \quad \forall (i,j') \notin \mathcal{R},$$

where $A$ is defined according to (2.3), and $\mathcal{R} \subseteq V_1 \times V_2$ is the set of possible mappings across two networks.

In the following, we re-write (2.5) using the trace formulation of a standard QAP. Here, we consider undirected networks $G_1 = (V_1, E_1)$ and $G_2 = (V_2, E_2)$ with $n_1$ and $n_2$ nodes, respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume $n_1 \leq n_2$. Moreover, we assume that all nodes of the network $G_1$ are mapped to nodes of the network $G_2$.

Define $\xi_1 \triangleq s_1 + s_2 - 2s_3$, $\xi_2 \triangleq s_3 - s_2$ and $\xi_3 \triangleq s_2$. We can rewrite the objective function of Optimization (2.5) as follows:
\[ y^T A y = \xi_1 y^T (G_1 \otimes G_2) y + \xi_2 y^T (G_1 \otimes I_{n_2}) y + \xi_2 y^T (I_{n_1} \otimes G_2) y + \xi_3 y^T (I_{n_1} \otimes I_{n_2}) y \]

\[ = \xi_1 Tr(G_1 X G_2 X^T) + \xi_2 Tr(G_1 X I_{n_2} X^T) + \xi_2 Tr(I_{n_1} X G_2 X^T) + \xi_3 Tr(I_{n_1} X I_{n_2} X^T) \]

\[ = Tr((G_1 + \frac{\xi_2}{\xi_1}) X (\xi_1 G_2 + \xi_2) X^T) + (\xi_3 - \frac{\xi_2}{\xi_1}) Tr(I_{n_1} X I_{n_2} X^T) \]

\[ = Tr(G_1' X G_2' X^T) + (\xi_3 - \frac{\xi_2}{\xi_1})(\min(n_1, n_2))^2 \]

\[ = Tr(G_1' X G_2' X^T) + constant, \]

where

\[ G_1' = G_1 + \frac{\xi_2}{\xi_1} = G_1 + \frac{s_3 - s_2}{s_1 + s_2 - 2s_3}, \]

\[ G_2' = \xi_1 G_2 + \xi_2 = (s_1 + s_2 - 2s_3) G_2 + (s_3 - s_2). \]

Thus, the network alignment optimization (2.5) can be reformulated as follows:

\[
\max_X \quad Tr(G_1' X G_2' X^T), \tag{2.6}
\]

\[
\sum_i x_{i,j'} \leq 1, \quad \forall i \in V_1, \\
\sum_{j'} x_{i,j'} \leq 1, \quad \forall j' \in V_2, \\
x_{i,j'} \in \{0,1\}, \quad \forall (i,j') \in V_1 \times V_2, \\
x_{i,j'} = 0, \quad \forall (i,j') \notin \mathcal{R}. 
\]

**Remark 3** Some network alignment formulations aim to align paths [7] or subgraphs [8,29] across two (or multiple) networks. The objective of these methods is different than the one of our network alignment optimization (2.5), where a bijective mapping across nodes of two networks is desired. However, obtained solutions of these different methods may be related. For instance, a bijective mapping across nodes of two networks can provide information about conserved pathways and/or subgraphs across networks, and vice versa.

### 2.2 Prior Work

Network alignment optimization (2.5) is an example of a quadratic assignment problem (QAP) [14]. Reference [30] shows that approximating a solution of maximum quadratic assignment problem within a factor better than \(2^{\log^{i+\epsilon} n} \) is not feasible in polynomial time in general. However, owing to various applications of QAP in different areas, several works have attempted to solve it approximately. In the following, we briefly summarize previous works by categorizing them into four groups and explain advantages and shortcomings of each. For more details on these methods, we refer readers to references [14,31].

- **Exact search methods**: these methods provide a global optimal solution for the quadratic assignment problem. However, owing to their high computational complexity, they can only
be applied to very small problem instances. Examples of exact algorithms include methods based on branch-and-bound [32] and cutting plane [33].

- **Linearizations**: these methods attempt to solve QAP by eliminating the quadratic term in the objective function of Optimization (2.5), transforming it into a mixed integer linear program (MILP). An existing MILP solver is applied to find a solution for the relaxed problem. Examples of these methods are Lawlers linearization [34], Kaufmann and Broeckx linearization [35], Frieze and Yadegar linearization [36], and Adams and Johnson linearization [37]. These linearizations can provide bounds on the optimal value of the underlying QAP [30]. In general, linearization of the QAP objective function is achieved by introducing many new variables and new linear constraints. In practice, the very large number of introduced variables and constraints poses an obstacle for solving the resulting MILP efficiently.

- **Semidefinite/convex relaxations and bounds**: these methods aim to compute a bound on the optimal value of the network alignment optimization, by considering the alignment matrix in the intersection of the sets of orthogonal and stochastic matrices. The provided solution by these methods may not be a feasible solution of the original quadratic assignment problem. Examples of these methods include orthogonal relaxations [22], projected eigenvalue bounds [23], convex relaxations [18,24,25], and matrix splittings [17]. In the computer vision literature, [38,39] use spectral techniques to approximately solve QAP by inferring a cluster of assignments over the feature network. Then, they use a greedy approach to reject assignments with low associations.

In particular, [17] introduces a convex relaxation of the underlying network alignment optimization based on matrix splitting which provides bounds on the optimal value of the underlying QAP. The proposed SDP method provides a bound on the optimal value and additional steps are required to derive a feasible solution. Moreover, owing to its computational complexity, it can only be used to align small networks, limiting its applicability to alignment of large real networks \(^1\). In Section 4, we address these issues and introduce a hybrid method based on our proposed scheme in Section 3, and the semidefinite relaxation of [17] to align large modular network structures with low computational complexity.

- **Other methods**: there are several other techniques to approximately solve network alignment optimization. Some methods use a Lagrangian relaxation [15], Bayesian framework [19], or message passing [20], or some other heuristics [3,4,6]. In Section 5, we assess the performance of some of these network alignment techniques through simulations.

Besides described method-specific limitations of existing network alignment methods, these methods have two general shortcomings: First, they only consider maximizing the number of matches and therefore ignore effects of mismatches across networks (i.e., they assume \(s_2 = s_3 = 0\) in (2.5)). This can be critical in applications in which networks show low similarity (i.e., there are much more expected possible mismatches than matches). Second, their performance assessment is mostly based on simulations and/or validations with real data without an analytical performance characterization. In this paper, we propose a network alignment algorithm which considers both matches and mismatches in the alignment scheme. Moreover, we analyze its performance over

\(^1\)In our simulations, networks should have approximately less than 70 nodes to be able to run it on an ordinary laptop.
random graphs and show that, the proposed relaxation is asymptotically exact under some technical conditions.

2.3 Network Alignment and Graph Isomorphism

Network alignment optimization (2.5) is closely related to the problem of graph isomorphism, defined as follows:

**Definition 5 (Graph Isomorphism)** Let $G_1 = (V_1, E_1)$ and $G_2 = (V_2, E_2)$ be two binary networks. $G_1$ and $G_2$ are isomorphic if there exists a permutation matrix $P$ such that $G_1 = PG_2P^T$.

The computational problem of determining whether two finite graphs are isomorphic is called the graph isomorphism problem. Moreover, given two isomorphic networks $G_1$ and $G_2$, the problem of graph isomorphism aims to find the permutation matrix $P$ such that $G_1 = PG_2P^T$. The graph isomorphism problem seems computationally intractable in general. However, its computational complexity is still unknown [13].

Problems of network alignment and graph isomorphism are related to each other. Loosely speaking, network alignment aims to minimize the distance between premuted versions of two networks (or, alternatively to maximize their overlap). Therefore, if the underlying networks are isomorphic, an optimal solution of the network alignment optimization should be the same (or close) to the underlying permutation matrix $P$, where $G_1 = PG_2P^T$. In the following lemma, we formalize such a connection between the network alignment optimization and the classical graph isomorphism problem:

**Lemma 1** Let $G_1$ and $G_2$ be two isomorphic Erdős-Rényi graphs [21] such that $\Pr[G_1(i,j) = 1] = p$ and $G_2 = PG_1P^T$, where $P$ is a permutation matrix. Let $p \neq 0, 1$. Then, for any selection of scores $s_1 > s_2 > s_3 > 0$, $P$ maximizes the expected network alignment objective function of Optimization (2.5).

**Proof** Let $A$ be the alignment network of graphs $G_1$ and $G_2$. Suppose $\tilde{P}$ is a permutation matrix where $\rho = \frac{1}{2n}\|P - \tilde{P}\| > 0$. Let $y$ and $\tilde{y}$ be vectorized versions of permutation matrices $P$ and $\tilde{P}$, respectively. Then, we have,

$$
\frac{1}{n^2}E[\tilde{y}_2^T A\tilde{y}_2] = (1 - \rho)[ps_1 + (1 - p)s_2] + \rho[p^2s_1 + (1 - p)^2s_2 + 2p(1 - p)s_3] \\
< (1 - \rho)[ps_1 + (1 - p)s_2] + \rho[p^2s_1 + (1 - p)^2s_2 + p(1 - p)(s_1 + s_2)] \\
= (1 - \rho)[ps_1 + (1 - p)s_2] + \rho[ps_1 + (1 - p)s_2] \\
= ps_1 + (1 - p)s_2 \\
= \frac{1}{n^2}E[y_1^T Ay_1].
$$

The result of Lemma 1 can be extended to the case where edges of graphs are flipped through a random noise matrix.
Lemma 2 Let $G_1$ be an Erdős-Rényi graphs such that $Pr[G_1(i,j) = 1] = p$. Let $\tilde{G}_1$ be a graph resulting from flipping edges of $G_1$ independently and randomly with probability $q$. Suppose $G_2 = P\tilde{G}_1P^T$ where $P$ is a permutation matrix. Let $0 < p < 1/2$ and $0 \leq q < 1/2$. Then, for any selection of scores $s_1 > s_2 > s_3 > 0$, $P$ maximizes the expected network alignment objective function of Optimization (2.5).

Proof Similarly to the proof of Lemma 1, let $A$ be the alignment network of graphs $G_1$ and $G_2$ and suppose $\tilde{P}$ is a permutation matrix where $\rho \leq \frac{1}{\pi} \|P - \tilde{P}\| > 0$. Let $y$ and $\tilde{y}$ be vectorized versions of permutation matrices $P$ and $\tilde{P}$, respectively. Define $a'$ and $b'$ as follows:

\begin{align}
    a' &:= p(1 - q)s_1 + (1 - p)(1 - q)s_2 + (pq + (1 - p)q)s_3, \\
b' &:= (p^2(1 - q) + pq(1 - p))s_1 + ((1 - p)^2(1 - q) + pq(1 - p))s_2 + (2p(1 - p)(1 - q) + 2p^2 q)s_3.
\end{align}

Thus,

\begin{equation}
    a' - b' = p(1 - p)(1 - 2q)(s_1 + s_2 - 2s_3) + q(1 - 2p)s_3. \tag{2.9}
\end{equation}

Because $s_1 > s_2 > s_3$, we have, $s_1 + s_2 - 2s_3 > 0$. Because $0 < p < 1/2$ and $0 \leq q < 1/2$, we have $(1 - 2p) > 0$ and $(1 - 2q) > 0$. Therefore, according to (2.9), $a' > b'$. Thus we have,

\begin{equation}
    \frac{1}{n^2}E[\tilde{y}^T A\tilde{y}] = (1 - \rho)a' + \rho b' < a' = \frac{1}{n^2}E[y^T Ay].
\end{equation}

Finding an isomorphic mapping across sufficiently large Erdős-Rényi graphs can be done efficiently with high probability (w.h.p.) through canonical labeling [40]. Canonical labeling of a network consists of assigning a unique label to each vertex such that labels are invariant under isomorphism. The graph isomorphism problem can then be solved efficiently by mappings nodes with the same canonical labels to each other [41]. One example of canonical labeling is the degree neighborhood of a vertex defined as a sorted list of neighborhood degrees of vertices [41]. Note that, network alignment formulation is more general than the one of graph isomorphism; network alignment aims to find an optimal mappings across two networks which are not necessarily isomorphic.

Remark 4 In [42], Babai, Erdős, and Selkow derive an interesting and perhaps a counter-intuitive result on random graph isomorphism. Based on their result, any two infinite random graphs are isomorphic with probability one. For instance, consider two infinite Erdős-Rényi graphs $G_1$ and $G_2$ where $Pr[G_1(i,j) = 1] = p_1$ and $Pr[G_2(i,j) = 1] = p_2$ and $p_1, p_2 \neq 0, 1$. The result of [42] indicates that, $G_1$ and $G_2$ are isomorphic even if $p_1 \neq p_2$. This may seem counter-intuitive as two networks may seem to have different densities. However, this result is only true for infinite graphs, not asymptotically large ones. The difference may seem subtle but significant. In infinite graphs, notions of graph size, graph density, etc. are different than the ones for finite graphs. Throughout
this paper, we only consider finite or asymptotically large graphs, not infinite ones. In the following, we give some intuition on the results of [42] about infinite graphs.

The proof of the result of [42] is based on a notion for infinite graphs called the extension property which roughly states that, an infinite graph $G$ has the extension property if for any two disjoint finite subsets of nodes $V_1$ and $V_2$, there exists a vertex $v \in V - V_1 - V_2$ such that $v$ is connected to all vertices in $V_1$ and to no vertices in $V_2$. If two infinite graphs have extension properties, they are isomorphic with probability one. One way to prove this is to construct an infinite sequences of mappings by considering disjoint subsets of nodes $V_1$ and $V_2$, and adding a node $v$ according to the extension property.

Finally, it is straightforward to show that an infinite Erdős-Rényi graph with parameter $p \neq 0, 1$ has the extension property with probability one. This is analogous to the monkey-text book problem: if a monkey randomly types infinite letters, with probability one, he will type any given text book. This is because the number of letters in a text book is finite and therefore, the probability that the letter sequence of a given text book does not appear in a random infinite letter sequence is zero. Now consider two finite disjoint subsets $V_1$ and $V_2$ over an infinite graph. Note that being finite is key here. Similarly, the probability that a vertex $v$ exists such that it is connected to all vertices in $V_1$ and to no vertices in $V_2$ is one because its complement set has zero probability (or it has zero Lebesgue measure if we map binary sequences to numbers in $[0, 1]$).

3 EigenAlign Algorithm

In this section, we introduce EigenAlign, an algorithm which solves a relaxation of the network alignment optimization (2.5) leveraging spectral properties of networks. Unlike other alignment methods, EigenAlign considers both matches and mismatches in the alignment scheme. Moreover, we prove its optimality (in an asymptotic sense) in aligning Erdős-Rényi graphs under some technical conditions. In the following, we describe the EigenAlign algorithm:

Algorithm 1 (EigenAlign Algorithm) Let $G_1 = (V_1, E_1)$ and $G_2 = (V_2, E_2)$ be two binary networks whose corresponding alignment network is denoted by $A$ according to (2.3). EigenAlign algorithm solves the network alignment optimization (2.5) in two steps:

- **Eigen Decomposition Step:** In this step, we compute $v$, an eigenvector of the alignment network $A$ with the maximum eigenvalue.

- **Linear Assignment Step:** In this step, we solve the following maximum weight bipartite matching optimization:

$$\max_y v^T y,$$

subject to:

$$\sum_{j'} y_{i, j'} \leq 1, \quad \forall i \in V_1,$$

$$\sum_i y_{i, j'} \leq 1, \quad \forall j' \in V_2,$$

$$y_{i, j'} \in \{0, 1\}, \quad \forall (i, j') \in V_1 \times V_2,$$

$$y_{i, j'} = 0, \quad \forall (i, j') \notin R.$$
This framework is depicted in Figure 2. In the rest of this section, we provide intuition on different steps of the EigenAlign algorithm through both quadratic assignment relaxation argument as well as a fixed point analysis. In Section 3.3, we discuss optimality of EigenAlign over random graphs.

3.1 EigenAlign as Relaxation of Quadratic Assignment

In this section, we explain EigenAlign as a relaxation of the underlying quadratic assignment optimization (2.5). For simplicity, we assume all mappings across networks are possible (i.e., $\mathcal{R} = \{(i, j') : \forall i \in V_1, \forall j' \in V_2\}$). In the restricted network alignment setup, without loss of generality, one can eliminate rows and columns of the alignment matrix corresponding to mappings that are not allowed.

In the eigen decomposition step of EigenAlign, we ignore bijective constraints (i.e., constraints $\sum_i y_{i,j'} \leq 1$ and $\sum_{j'} y_{i,j'} \leq 1$) because they will be satisfied in the second step of the algorithm through a linear optimization. By these assumptions, Optimization (2.5) can be simplified to the following optimization:

$$\max_y \, y^T A y, \quad (3.2)$$

$$y_{i,j'} \in \{0, 1\}, \quad \forall (i, j') \in V_1 \times V_2.$$ 

To approximate a solution of this optimization, we relax integer constraints to constraints over a hyper-sphere restricted by hyper-planes (i.e., $\|y\|_2 \leq 1$ and $y \geq 0$). Using this relaxation, Optimization (3.2) is simplified to the following optimization:
\[
\max_y \ y^T A y,
\]
\[
\|y\|_2 \leq 1,
\]
\[
y \geq 0.
\]

In the following, we show that \(v\), the leading eigenvector of the alignment matrix \(A\) is an optimal solution of Optimization (3.3).

Suppose \(y_1\) is an optimal solution of Optimization (3.3). Let \(y_2\) be a solution of the following optimization which ignores non-negativity constraints:

\[
\max_y \ y^T A y,
\]
\[
\|y\|_2 \leq 1.
\]

Following the Rayleigh – Ritz formula, the leading eigenvector of the alignment matrix is an optimal solution of Optimization (3.4) (i.e., \(y_2 = v\)). Now we use the following theorem to show that in fact \(y_1 = v_1\):

**Theorem 1 (Perron–Frobenius Theorem [2])** Suppose \(A\) is a matrix whose elements are strictly positive. Let \(v\) be an eigenvector of \(A\) corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. Then, \(\forall i, v_i > 0\). Moreover, all other eigenvectors must have at least one negative, or non-real component.

Since \(y_2\) is a solution of a relaxed version of Optimization (3.4), we have \(y_2^T A y_2 \geq y_1^T A y_1\). Using this inequality along with Perron-Frobenius Theorem lead to \(y_1 = v\), as the unique solution of optimization (3.3).

The solution of the eigen decomposition step assigns weights to all possible mappings across networks ignoring bijective constraints. However, in the network alignment setup, each node in one network can be mapped to at most one node in the other network. To satisfy these constraints, we use eigenvector weights in a linear optimization framework of maximum weight bipartite matching setup of Optimization (3.1) [43].

**Remark 5** Many existing network alignment techniques are based on iterative algorithms [3,4,20]. The EigenAlign relaxation of the underlying quadratic assignment problem can be viewed as the following fixed point solution using a linear mapping function which can be solved iteratively:

\[
y(t_1) = \frac{1}{\lambda} \sum_{t_2} A(t_1, t_2) y(t_2),
\]

where \(\lambda\) is a constant and \(t_i\) represents a node in the alignment network \(A\). Note that, this mapping function is not necessarily a contraction. Instead of using an iterative approach, EigenAlign solves this relaxation in a closed form using the leading eigenvector of the alignment network. In particular, (3.5) can be re-written as,

\[
Ay = \lambda y,
\]
where \( y \) is the vector of mapping weights whose elements represent a measure of centrality of nodes in the alignment network. If \( A \) is diagonalizable, eigenvectors of matrix \( A \) provide solutions for this equation, where \( \lambda \) is the eigenvalue corresponding to eigenvector \( y \). However, eigenvectors of matrix \( A \) can have negative components which are not allowed in the mapping function since \( y_{i,j} \geq 0 \). Since components of matrix \( A \) are all positive, similarly to discussions of (3.3), according to Perron-Frobenius Theorem 1, all components of the eigenvector associated with the maximum positive eigenvalue are positive. This result holds for non-negative matrices as well if they are strongly connected. Therefore, the leading eigenvector of matrix \( A \) satisfies desired conditions for the mapping function and provides alignment scores for the nodes in the alignment network.

Remark 6 Suppose \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \) are two undirected graphs with \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) nodes, respectively. IsoRank [3] is a network alignment method which aligns networks using neighborhood similarities of nodes. Let \( I \) be the identity matrix of size \( n_1 \times n_1 \). Suppose \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \) are diagonal matrices of sizes \( n_1 \times n_1 \) and \( n_2 \times n_2 \) whose diagonal elements are node degrees of networks \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \), respectively. The first step of the IsoRank algorithm solves the following fixed point equation:

\[
y = (I \otimes D_1^{-1})A(I \otimes D_2^{-1})y,
\]

where \( \otimes \) represents matrix Kronecker product, and \( s_2 = s_3 = 0 \) in (2.3). IsoRank solves (3.7) using a power iteration method. The IsoRank algorithm has several differences with EigenAlign in both algorithmic and qualitative aspects. In the qualitative aspect, IsoRank ignores effects of mismatches across networks by assuming \( s_2 = s_3 = 0 \). In algorithmic aspects, IsoRank uses a stationary centrality measure in the alignment network, having a degree scaling step which is based on the assumption of uniformly random distribution of alignment scores over potential mappings. Moreover, it uses a greedy method to select bijective mappings across networks, instead of the linear optimization framework used in the EigenAlign algorithm. In Sections 5 and 7, over both synthetic and real networks, we show that, the EigenAlign solution has significantly better performance compared to the one of IsoRank. Moreover, in Section 5, we isolate multiple aspects of the EigenAlign algorithm on some toy examples, and evaluate their individual contributions in its performance. We note that, existent network alignment methods such as IsoRank may be improved by borrowing algorithmic and/or qualitative ideas of the proposed EigenAlign method. However, these extensions are beyond the scope of this paper.

### 3.2 Computational Complexity of EigenAlign

In this part, we analyze computational complexity of the EigenAlign Algorithm 1. Suppose the number of nodes of networks \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \) are in the order of \( \mathcal{O}(n) \). Let \( k = \mathcal{O}(|\mathcal{R}|) \) be the number of possible mappings across two networks. In an unrestricted network alignment setup, we may have \( k = \mathcal{O}(n^2) \). However, in sparse network alignment applications, \( k = \mathcal{O}(n) \). EigenAlign has three steps:

- (i) First, the alignment network \( A \) should be formed which has a computational complexity of \( \mathcal{O}(k^2) \) because all pairs of possible mappings should be considered.

- (ii) In the eigen decomposition step, we need to compute the leading eigenvector of the alignment network. This operation can be performed in almost linear time in \( k \) using QR algorithms and/or power methods [44]. Therefore, the worst case computational complexity of this part is \( \mathcal{O}(k) \).
• (iii) Finally, we use eigenvector weights in a maximum weight bipartite matching algorithm which can be solved efficiently using linear programming or Hungarian algorithm [43]. The worst case computational complexity of this step is $O(n^3)$. If the set $\mathcal{R}$ has a specific structure (e.g., small subsets of nodes in one network are allowed to be mapped to small subsets of nodes in the other network), this cost can be reduced significantly. In Section 7, we see this structure in aligning regulatory networks across species as genes are allowed to be aligned to homologous genes within their gene families.

**Proposition 1** The worst case computational complexity of the EigenAlign Algorithm is $O(k^2 + n^3)$.

**Remark 7** For large networks, to reduce the overall computational complexity, the linear assignment optimization may be replaced by a greedy bipartite matching algorithm. In the greedy matching approach, at each step, the heaviest possible mapping is added to the current matching until no further mappings can be added. It is straightforward to show that, this greedy algorithm finds a bipartite matching whose weight is at least half the optimum. The computational complexity of this greedy algorithm is $O(k \log(k) + nk)$.

### 3.3 Performance Characterization of EigenAlign Over Erdős-Rényi Graphs

In this section, we analyze optimality of the EigenAlign algorithm over Erdős-Rényi graphs, for both isomorphic and non-isomorphic cases, and under two different noise models. In this section, we only consider finite and asymptotically large graphs. For arguments on infinite graphs, see Section 2.3.

Suppose $G_1 = (V_1, E_1)$ is an undirected Erdős-Rényi graph with $n$ nodes where $Pr[G_1(i, j) = 1] = p$. Self-loops are allowed as well. Suppose $\tilde{G}$ is a noisy version of the graph $G_1$. We consider two different noise models in this section:

- **Noise Model I**: In this model, we have,

  $$\tilde{G}_1 = G_1 \odot (1 - Q) + (1 - G_1) \odot Q,$$

  where $\odot$ represents the Hadamard product, and $Q$ is a binary random matrix whose edges are drawn i.i.d. from a Bernoulli distribution with $Pr[Q(i, j) = 1] = p_e$. In words, the operation $G_1 \odot (1 - Q) + (1 - G_1) \odot Q$ flips edges of $G_1$ independently randomly with probability $p_e$.

- **Noise Model II**: In this model, we have,

  $$\tilde{G}_1 = G_1 \odot (1 - Q) + (1 - G_1) \odot Q',$$

  where $Q$ and $Q'$ are binary random matrices whose edges are drawn i.i.d. from a Bernoulli distribution with $Pr[Q(i, j) = 1] = p_e$ and $Pr[Q'(i, j) = 1] = p_{e_2}$. Under this model, edges of $G_1$ flip independently randomly with probability $p_e$, while non-connecting tuples in $G_1$ will be connected in $\tilde{G}_1$ with probability $p_{e_2}$. Because $G_1$ is an Erdős-Rényi graph with parameter $p$, choosing

  $$p_{e_2} = \frac{pp_e}{1 - p},$$

  leads to the expected density of networks $G_1$ and $G_2$ be $p$. 
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We define $G_2$ as follows:

$$G_2 = P\tilde{G}_1P^T,$$

where $P$ is a permutation matrix. Throughout this section, we assume that, we are in the restricted network alignment regime: we desire to choose $n$ mappings $i \leftrightarrow j'$ across two networks among $|\mathcal{R}| = kn$ possible mappings where $i \in V_1$, $j' \in V_2$, and $k > 1$. $n$ true mappings ($i \leftrightarrow i'$ if $P = I$) are included in $\mathcal{R}$, while the remaining $(k - 1)n$ mappings are selected independently randomly. Moreover, we choose scores assigned to matches, neutrals and mismatches as $s_1 = \alpha + \epsilon$, $s_2 = 1 + \epsilon$ and $s_3 = \epsilon$, respectively, where $\alpha > 1$ and $0 < \epsilon \ll 1$. These selections satisfy score conditions $s_1 > s_2 > s_3 > 0$.

**Theorem 2 (EigenAlign over Erdős-Rényi graphs)** Let $\tilde{P}$ be the solution of the EigenAlign Algorithm 1. Then, under both noise models (3.8) and (3.9), if $0 < p < 1/2$, and $0 \leq p_e < 1/2$, then as $n \to \infty$, the error probability goes to zero:

$$\Pr\left[\frac{1}{n}\|\tilde{P} - P\|\right] \to 0.$$

Theorem 2 states that, the EigenAlign algorithm is able to recover the underlying permutation matrix which relates networks $G_1$ and $G_2$ to each other according to (3.11). On the other hand, according to Lemma 2, this permutation matrix is in fact optimizes the expected network alignment score.

**Proposition 2** Under conditions of Theorem 2, the permutation matrix inferred by EigenAlign maximizes the expected network alignment objective function defined according to Optimization (2.5).

In noise models (3.8) and (3.9), if we put $p_e = 0$, then $G_2$ is isomorphic with $G_1$ because there exists a permutation matrix $P$ such that $G_2 = PG_1P^T$. For this case, we have the following Corollary:

**Corollary 1 (EigenAlign on Isomorphic Erdős-Rényi graphs)** Let $G_1$ and $G_2$ be two isomorphic Erdős-Rényi graphs with $n$ nodes such that $G_1 = PG_2P^T$, where $P$ is a permutation matrix. Under conditions of Theorem 2, as $n \to \infty$, the error probability of EigenAlign solution goes to zero.

We present proofs of Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 in Sections 8.1 and 8.2. In the following, we sketch main ideas of their proofs:

Since input networks $G_1$ and $G_2$ are random graphs, the alignment network formed according to (2.3) will be a random graph as well. The first part of the proof is to characterize the leading eigenvector of this random alignment network. To do this, we first characterize the leading eigenvector of the expected alignment network which in fact is a deterministic graph. In particular, in Lemma 3, we prove that, eigenvector scores assigned to true mappings is strictly larger than the ones assigned to false mappings. To prove this, we characterize top eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the expected alignment network algebraically. The restricted alignment condition (i.e., $|\mathcal{R}| = kn$) is necessary to have this bound. Then, we use Wedin Sin Theorem 8 from perturbation theory, Gershgorian circle
Figure 3: (a) Example modular network structures of Definition 6. (b) An illustration of the module-network bipartite graph whose nodes correspond to modules in the original networks.

Theorem 7 from spectral matrix theory, and Chernoff bound to characterize the leading eigenvector of the random alignment network for sufficiently large $n$. Finally, we use Chebyshev’s inequality to show that the error probability of the EigenAlign algorithm is asymptotically zero w.h.p.

Remark 8 Finding an isomorphic mapping across asymptotically large Erdős-Rényi graphs (Corollary 1) is a well studied problem and can be solved efficiently through canonical labeling [40]. However, those techniques do not address a more general network alignment problem similar to the setup considered in Theorem 2. For more details, see Section 2.3.

Remark 9 Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 consider a restricted network alignment case where $|\mathcal{R}| = kn$. As explained briefly in the proof sketch and with more details in Lemma 3, this technical condition is necessary to show that, expected eigenvector scores of true mappings are strictly larger than the ones of false mappings as $n \to \infty$. In Section 5 and through simulations, we show that, error of the EigenAlign algorithm is empirically small even in an unrestricted network alignment setup.

4 Alignment of Modular Networks

As we discussed in Section 3.1, EigenAlign provides a simple relaxation of the QAP in (2.5), based on the eigenvector centrality of the alignment mappings. This can be thought of as a linearization of the quadratic assignment cost along the direction of the eigenvector centrality. EigenAlign relaxes integer constraints to constraints over a hyper-sphere restricted by hyper-planes. This relaxation leads to an efficient method to align large networks. There are several methods based on convex relaxations of the underlying QAP that seek solutions in the intersection of orthogonal and stochastic matrices [17, 18, 22–25]. In general, these relaxations are tighter than the one used in the EigenAlign algorithm and lead to a better approximation of the optimal solution. However, these methods have high computational complexity which limits their applicability in aligning large networks. For instance, as reported in [17] and also according to our experiments, to be able to run the SDP-based method proposed in [17] on an ordinary laptop, networks should not have more than around 70 nodes. Although this threshold can be improved by a better implementation of the method, the SDP-based method is not scalable for large networks. Our key idea is to use the EigenAlign solution to make the SDP-based methods scalable for modular network structures.
We therefore consider the network alignment problem of modular network structures. We propose a method, which we term EigenAlign+SDP, that uses the EigenAlign algorithm along with an SDP-based relaxation of the underlying QAP. The proposed algorithm uses the EigenAlign solution to identify small subgraphs (modules, or blocks) across two networks which are likely to be aligned to each other. Then, it uses a more computationally expensive SDP-based method to solve multiple small-size network alignment problems, in parallel. The proposed method is based on this key insight that, the EigenAlign solution provides a robust mapping of modules across networks, which enables the use of more expensive and accurate optimization methods over small sub-problems.

In this section, we consider stochastic block network structures:

**Definition 6** Let $G_1 = (V_1, E_1)$ be an undirected graph. Suppose there is a partition of nodes $\{V_1^1, V_1^2, \ldots, V_1^m\}$, where nodes in the same partition are connected to each other independently randomly with probability $p$, while nodes across partitions are connected to each other independently randomly with probability $q$.

Let $\tilde{G}_1$ be a noisy version of $G_1$. Here, we consider the noise model II (3.9) as it is more general, while all arguments can be extended to the noise model I (3.8). We assume $G_2$ is a permuted version of $\tilde{G}_1$ according to (3.11), i.e., $G_2 = P\tilde{G}_1 P^T$. Figure 3-a demonstrates example networks according to this model.

In the following, we present the EigenAlign+SDP method which aims to infer an optimal alignment across $G_1$ and $G_2$.

**Algorithm 2 (EigenAlign+SDP Algorithm)** Let $G_1 = (V_1, E_1)$ be a stochastic block matrix of Definition 6, and $G_2 = (V_2, E_2)$ is defined according to (3.11). The EigenAlign+SDP algorithm solves the network alignment optimization (2.5) in the following steps:

- **EigenAlign Step**: In this step, we compute the EigenAlign solution across $G_1$ and $G_2$.

- **Spectral Partitioning Step**: In this step, we use a spectral partitioning method [45] to partition each network to $m$ blocks.

- **Module Alignment Step**: In this step, we use the EigenAlign solution in a maximum weight bipartite matching optimization to compute an optimal alignment of modules across $G_1$ and $G_2$.

- **SDP-based Alignment Step**: In this step, we use a SDP-based relaxation of the underlying QAP [17] followed by a maximum weight bipartite matching step, to compute node alignments in each module pairs.

In the following, we explain the above steps with more details. In the EigenAlign step, we use EigenAlign algorithm 1 to find a mapping across networks $G_1$ and $G_2$, denoted by $X^*$. In the spectral partitioning step, we use the algorithm proposed in [45] to find $m$ blocks (modules) in each network. These modules are denoted by $\{V_1^1, V_1^2, \ldots, V_1^m\}$ and $\{V_2^1, V_2^2, \ldots, V_2^m\}$, in networks $G_1$ and $G_2$, respectively. Note that other network clustering methods can be used in this step alternatively. Moreover, here we assume that, the number of clusters (blocks) $m$ is known. Otherwise, it can be learned using Bayesian [46] or Monte Carlo [47] techniques. In the module
In the following, we prove that the EigenAlign solution provides a robust module-level mapping across networks even in the high-noise regime.

Define,

\[ M_{\text{in}} \doteq \{(i, j') : i \in V_1^a, j' \in V_2^a, 1 \leq a \leq m\} \]
\[ M_{\text{across}} \doteq \{(i, j') : i \in V_1^a, j' \in V_2^b, 1 \leq a, b \leq m, a \neq b\}, \]

where \( M_{\text{in}} \) and \( M_{\text{across}} \) represent mappings within and across modules in two networks, respectively. We wish to show that eigenvector centrality scores assigned to \( M_{\text{in}} \) mappings in the EigenAlign algorithm are strictly larger than the ones assigned to \( M_{\text{across}} \) mappings. Suppose \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \) have \( m \) blocks, each with size \( n \). Thus, the total number of nodes in each network is \( mn \). Let \( A \) represent the alignment network across \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \), according to (2.3). This network has
$m^2n^2$ number of nodes, out of which $mn^2$ are within module mappings (i.e., $|\mathcal{M}_{in}| = mn^2$), and the rest are across module mappings (i.e., $|\mathcal{M}_{across}| = (m^2 - m)n^2$). Let $A$ be the expected alignment matrix, where $\hat{A}(t_1, t_2) = \mathbb{E}[A(t_1, t_2)]$. To highlight key optimality conditions, in this section, we focus on the eigenvector analysis of the matrix $\hat{A}$. Similarly to Section 3.3, these properties can be extended to the alignment network $A$ by using perturbation analysis of random matrices.

We choose scores assigned to matches, neutrals and mismatches as $s_1 = \alpha + \epsilon$, $s_2 = 1 + \epsilon$ and $s_3 = \epsilon$, respectively, where $\alpha > 1$ and $0 < \epsilon \ll 1$. To simplify notation, we assume $\epsilon$ is sufficiently small so that its effect is negligible. Let $v$ correspond to the leading eigenvector of the expected alignment matrix $\hat{A}$.

**Theorem 3** For the noiseless case ($p_e = 0$), if $p > q$, $\alpha > 1/q - 1$, and $m > 2$, then,

$$v(i) > v(j), \quad \forall i \in \mathcal{M}_{in}, \forall j \in \mathcal{M}_{across}. \quad (4.3)$$

**Proof** A proof is presented in Section 8.3.

The condition $p > q$ implies that the connectivity density of nodes in modules are larger than the one across modules. This condition is also essential in the spectral partitioning step of the EigenAlign+SDP algorithm to infer modules reliably. The condition $m > 2$ is a technical condition required in the proof of the strict inequality of (4.3). In Section 5.2, through simulations, we show that, this condition is not essential for the algorithm. The condition $\alpha > 1/q - 1$ guarantees that the expected alignment score of two mapping pairs where one belongs to $\mathcal{M}_{in}$ and the other one belongs to $\mathcal{M}_{across}$ is strictly larger than the one where both mappings belong to $\mathcal{M}_{across}$. More details on these optimality conditions can be found in Section 8.3.

Now, we consider the case when $G_2$ is related to a noisy version of $G_1$:

**Theorem 4** Suppose $0 \leq p_e^2 \ll 1$ and $0 \leq p_e^2 \ll 1$. Let $p > q$, $m > 2$ and $\alpha \gg 1/q$.

- If $q \leq \frac{1}{4}$ and $p < \frac{1}{1 + p_e}$,
- or, if $q > \frac{1}{4}$ and $p < \min\left(\frac{1}{1 + p_e}, \frac{6q - \sqrt{4q(4q - 1)(1 - q)}}{2(1 + 2q)}\right)$,

then,

$$v(i) > v(j), \quad \forall i \in \mathcal{M}_{in}, \forall j \in \mathcal{M}_{across}. \quad (4.4)$$

**Proof** A proof is presented in Section 8.4.

If $p_e = 0$, the condition $p < \frac{1}{1 + p_e}$ is simplified to $p < 1$. For higher noise level, this condition guarantees that correct within module mappings are assigned to higher scores than incorrect within-module ones. The additional constraint $p < \frac{6q - \sqrt{4q(4q - 1)(1 - q)}}{2(1 + 2q)}$ is required to guarantee that, the expected alignment score of two mapping pairs, one in $\mathcal{M}_{in}$ and the other one in $\mathcal{M}_{across}$, is strictly larger than the one where both mappings belong to $\mathcal{M}_{across}$. We illustrate Theorems 3 and 4 in Figure 4. More details on these sufficient optimality conditions can be found in Section 8.4.

Theorems 3 and 4 indicate that, eigenvector scores of within module mappings are strictly larger than the ones of across module mappings, in the expected alignment network. However, definitions of $\mathcal{M}_{in}$ and $\mathcal{M}_{across}$ are based on the permutation matrix $P$ which relates networks $G_1$ and $G_2$ according to (3.11). In general, $P$ may not be necessarily the optimal solution of the network alignment optimization (2.5). In the following, we provide conditions where the permutation matrix $P$ in fact maximizes the expected objective function of the network alignment optimization (2.5).
Theorem 5 Under the conditions of Theorem 3, if
\[ p \leq \frac{1 + \sqrt{1 + (\alpha^2 - 1)q}}{1 + \alpha}, \] (4.5)
then, the permutation matrix \( P \) maximizes the expected objective function of the network alignment optimization (2.5).

Proof A proof is presented in Section 8.5. \( \square \)

For instance, setting \( \alpha = 1/q \) and \( q \ll 1 \), the condition of Theorem 5 results to the condition \( p^2 \leq q \).

Theorem 6 Under the conditions of Theorem 4, if
\[ p^2 \leq \frac{q(1 - p_e)}{1 + p_e^2}, \] (4.6)
then, the permutation matrix \( P \) maximizes the expected objective function of the network alignment optimization (2.5).

Proof A proof is presented in Section 8.6. \( \square \)

Conditions of Theorems 5 and 6 are based on an upper bound on the parameter \( p \). To explain this condition intuitively, suppose the permutation matrix \( P \) maps modules \( V_1^a \) in network \( G_1 \) to modules \( V_2^a \) in network \( G_2 \), where \( 1 \leq a \leq m \). In the case of large number of modules, the expected alignment score of the permutation matrix \( P \) is dominated by mapping-pairs \( (V_1^a, V_2^a) \) and \( (V_1^b, V_2^b) \), where \( a \neq b \). These scores depend on the connectivity density across modules, namely \( q \). On the other hand, consider an incorrect permutation matrix \( \tilde{P} \) where \( \frac{1}{nm} \| P - \tilde{P} \| > 0 \). The alignment score of \( \tilde{P} \) is upper bounded by scores of incorrect within module mappings which depend on \( p \). To have a sufficient optimality condition, we wish the expected alignment score of \( P \) to be larger than the upper bound of the expected alignment score of \( \tilde{P} \). More details on these optimality conditions are presented in Sections 8.5 and 8.6.

Remark 10 In the EigenAlign+SDP algorithm 2, errors can also happen in other steps of the algorithm including the network partitioning and semidefinite relaxation steps. In Section 5.2, we empirically analyze the performance of the proposed algorithm. Our results suggest that, the proposed method significantly outperforms existent network alignment techniques in aligning modular networks, while it has significantly lower computational complexity compared to standard convex-relaxation methods.

5 Performance Evaluation Over Synthetic Networks

We now compare the performance of the EigenAlign algorithm against other network alignment methods including IsoRank [3], NetAlign [20], Klau linearization [15] as well as an SDP-based method [17] through simulations. IsoRank is a global network alignment method which uses an iterative approach to align nodes across two networks based on their neighborhood similarities. NetAlign formulates the alignment problem in a quadratic optimization framework and uses message passing to approximately solve it. Klau linearization uses Lagrange multipliers to relax the underlying quadratic assignment problem. The SDP-based method [17] uses a convex relaxation of the underlying QAP based on matrix splitting. In our simulations, we use default parameters of these methods.
5.1 Erdős-Rényi and Power-Law graphs

Here, we test alignment methods over two types of input networks:

- **Erdős-Rényi graphs [21]:** In this case, $G_1$ is a symmetric random graph where, $Pr[(i, j) = 1] = p$ (see an example in Figure 6-a).

- **Power law graphs [49]:** We construct $G_1$ as follows; we start with a random subgraph with 5 nodes. At each iteration, a node is added to the network connecting to $\theta$ existent nodes with probabilities proportional to their degrees. This process is repeated till the number of nodes in the network is equal to $n$ (see an example in Figure 6-b).

$G_2$ is then formed according to (3.11). In our experiments, we consider two noise models (3.8) and (3.9). In the case of the power law network model, we use the density of $G_1$ as parameter $p$ in the noise model II of (3.9). We denote $p_e$ as the noise level in both models.

In (3.11), $P$ can be an arbitrary permutation matrix. In our simulations, we choose $P$ such that, $P(i, n - i + 1) = 1$, for all $1 \leq i \leq n$, where $n$ is the number of nodes in the network. Let $\tilde{P}$ represent the solution of a network alignment method in aligning networks $G_1$ and $G_2$. The recovery rate of true mappings is defined as,

$$1 - \frac{1}{2n} \| P - \tilde{P} \|. \quad (5.1)$$
As we explain in Proposition 2, this recovery rate is directly related to the number of inferred matches and mismatches in the network alignment optimization (2.5). Thus, we illustrate performance evaluations using this metric, noting that using other metrics such as the number of inferred matches/mismatches results in similar performance trends and conclusions. Moreover, in our simulations, all mappings across networks are considered to be possible (i.e., an unrestricted network alignment case).

Figure 5 illustrates individual contributions of different components of the EigenAlign algorithm by isolating multiple aspects of the algorithm. In these experiments, we use the power-law network structure with 50 nodes, $\theta = 3$, and noise model II. Performance trends and conclusions are similar for other cases as well. In EigenAlign Algorithm 1, we use $s_1 = \alpha + \epsilon$, $s_2 = 1 + \epsilon$, and $s_3 = \epsilon$, where $\epsilon = 0.001$ and,

$$\alpha = 1 + \frac{\#\text{ of mismatches}}{\#\text{ of matches}}.\quad (5.2)$$

This choice of $\alpha$ satisfies the required condition $\alpha > 1$. Moreover, by this selection of $\alpha$, we have,

$$|s_1 - 1 - \epsilon|(\#\text{ of matches}) = |s_3 - 1 - \epsilon|(\#\text{ of mismatches}),\quad (5.3)$$

which makes a balance between matched and mismatched interaction scores across networks and leads to an improved performance of the method (Figure 5-a). Note that, ignoring mismatches
Figure 7: Performance evaluation of alignment methods over Erdős-Rényi graphs. EigenAlign outperforms IsoRank, NetAlign and Klau optimization in low and high network densities, in all considered noise levels, in both noise models. At each point, simulations have been repeated 10 times.

Let $s_2 = s_3 = 0$ lead to a significant decrease in the EigenAlign performance. Choosing other values of $\alpha$ can provide a way to adjust relative importance of matching and non-matching interactions in different applications. In general, this parameter can be tuned in different applications using standard machine learning techniques such as cross validations [50]. Figure 5-b illustrates the performance of the EigenAlign algorithm if we scale the alignment network by its node degrees (we replace $A_{i,j}$ by $A_{i,j}/d_id_j$, where $d_i$ is the degree of node $i$). As illustrated in this figure, this scaling destroys our global match-mismatch score assignments and leads to a significant decrease in the performance. Finally, Figure 5-c illustrates the performance of the EigenAlign algorithm if we replace the linear optimization of maximum weight bipartite matching with the greedy approach of Remark 7. As illustrated in this figure, this variation of the EigenAlign method decreases the performance, although it also decreases the computational complexity.

Next, we compare the performance of the EigenAlign method with the one of other network alignment methods over synthetic networks with $n = 100$ nodes. For large networks, the SDP-based method of [17] has high computational complexity, thus we excluded it from these experiments. Later, we will investigate the performance of the SDP-based method over small networks ($n \leq 50$).

Figure 7 shows the recovery rate of true mappings obtained by EigenAlign, IsoRank, NetAlign and Klau relaxation, over Erdős-Rényi graphs, and for both noise models. In the noiseless case (i.e., $p_e = 0$), the network alignment problem is simplified to the problem of graph isomorphism.
as explained in Section 3.3. In this case, the EigenAlign algorithm finds true mappings without error in both low and high network densities (i.e., the recovery rate of (5.1) is one.). EigenAlign continues to outperform other methods in all considered noise levels, in both low and high network densities.

Figure 8 shows the recovery rate of true mappings obtained by three considered methods over power law graphs, and for both noise models. Similarly to the case of Erdős-Rényi graphs, EigenAlign outperforms other methods in all considered noise levels and network densities. Notably, in noiseless cases, EigenAlign finds true isomorphic mappings across networks without error.

Figure 9 depicts the average running time of these methods over an Erdős-Rényi graph with density $p = 0.4$, and under the noise model I. All methods have been run on the same machine and each experiment has been repeated 10 times. In these experiments, EigenAlign has the second best runtime, after IsoRank, outperforming NetAlign and Klaau relaxation methods. Notably, the running time of Klaau optimization method increases drastically as network size grows.

Next, we consider small networks with $n = 50$ nodes so that we are able to include a computationally expensive SDP-based method of [17] in our experiments. Note that, the method proposed in [17] only provides a bound on the value of the underlying QAP objective function and it does not provide a feasible solution. In order to obtain a feasible solution for the network alignment optimization, we use the SDP-based solution in a maximum weight bipartite matching optimization.
Figures 12-a,b illustrate the recovery rate of true mappings obtained by five considered methods over both Erdős-Rényi and power law graphs, under the noise model II. Performance trends under the noise model I is similar. As illustrated in these figures, the computationally expensive SDP-based method outperforms other network alignment methods significantly, while it has the highest running time (Figure 13). Notably, in these experiments, EigenAlign outperforms other methods except the SDP-based one consistent with the cases illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. These results inspired us to propose the EigenAlign+SDP method to both have high recovery rate and low computational complexity (see Section 4). In the next section, we focus on the performance evaluation of the EigenAlign+SDP method over modular network structures.

5.2 Modular Network Structures

We then assess the performance of the proposed EigenAlign+SDP method in Section 4 in aligning networks with modular structures. To be able to compare the performance of the proposed method with the one of the SDP-based method [17], we only consider small modular networks with 50 nodes, having two equal-size modules. As discussed in Section 5.1, the SDP-based method of [17] has high computationally complexity and using it for large networks is not practically feasible. The key idea of the EigenAlign+SDP method is to use the EigenAlign solution to split the large QAP into smaller sub-problems, enabling the use of the SDP-based relaxation method over each sub-problem. Moreover, the SDP-based method can be run in parallel over each sub-problem.

Here, we consider network and noise models described in Section 4. In our evaluations, we consider EigenAlign, SDP, and EigenAlign+SDP methods. Moreover, we use the performance evaluation metric introduced in Section 5.1. Figures 12-a,b illustrates the recovery rate of true mappings of different methods, in various noise levels, and for different set of parameters $p$ and $q$ (the density of edges within and across modules, respectively). The average running time of the methods is depicted in Figure 13. As it is illustrated in these figures, while the recovery rate of the EigenAlign+SDP method is close to the one of the SDP-based one, it has significantly lower computational complexity, enabling its use for large complex networks.
6 Inference of Regulatory Networks in Human, Fly and Worm

Having illustrated the efficiency of the proposed network alignment algorithm, both theoretically and through simulations, we wish to use EigenAlign and other network alignment methods to compare the structure of regulatory networks across different species. However, the paucity of comprehensive catalogs of regulatory genomics datasets has hindered these studies in animal genomes. In this section, we leverage genome-wide functional genomics datasets from ENCODE and modENCODE consortia to infer regulatory networks across human, fly, and worm. In the next section, we will compare the structure of these inferred networks using EigenAlign and other network alignment techniques.

The temporal and spatial expression of genes is coordinated by a hierarchy of transcription factors (TFs), whose interactions with each other and with their target genes form directed regulatory networks [51]. In addition to individual interactions, the structure of a regulatory network captures a broad systems-level view of regulatory and functional processes, since genes cluster into modules that perform similar functions [52–54]. Accurate inference of these regulatory networks is important both in the recovery and functional characterization of gene modules, and for comparative genomics of regulatory networks across multiple species [55,56]. This is especially important because animal genomes, as fly, worm, and mouse are routinely used as models for human disease [57,58].

Here, we infer regulatory networks of human, and model organisms D. melanogaster fly, and C. elegans worm, three of the most distant and deeply studied metazoan species. To infer regulatory interactions among transcription factors and target genes in each species, we combine genome-wide transcription factor binding profiles, conserved sequence motif instances [59] and gene expression levels [60, 61] for multiple cell types that have been collected by the ENCODE and modENCODE consortia. The main challenge is to integrate these diverse evidence sources of gene regulation in
Figure 11: Running time of network alignment methods over Erdős-Rényi graphs with $n = 50$ and $p = 0.2$. The SDP-based method has significantly higher computational complexity compared to other network alignment techniques, which prohibits its use over large graphs. At each point, simulations have been repeated 20 times.

order to infer robust and accurate regulatory interactions for each species.

Ideally, inference of regulatory networks would involve performing extensive all-against-all experiments of chromatin immune-precipitation (ChIP) assays for every known transcription factor in every cell type of an organism, in order to identify all potential targets of TFs, followed by functional assays to verify that a TF-gene interaction is functional [54,62]. However, the combinatorial number of pairs of TFs and cell types makes this experiment prohibitively expensive, necessitating the use of methods to reduce dimensionality of this problem. Here, we first infer three types of feature-specific regulatory connections based on functional and physical evidences and then integrate them to infer regulatory interactions in each species (Figure 14-a). One feature-specific network is based on using sequence motifs to scan the genome for instances of known binding sites of each TF, and then match predicted binding instances to nearby genes (a motif network). A second approach is to map TFs to genes nearby their ChIP peaks using a window-based approach (a ChIP binding network). The third feature specific network uses gene expression profiles under different conditions in order to find groups of genes that are correlated in expression and therefore likely to function together (an expression-based network).

Previous work [54] has shown that, while ChIP networks are highly informative of true regulatory interactions, the number of experiments that can be carried out is typically very small, yielding a small number of high confidence interactions. Motif networks tend to be less informative than ChIP networks, but yield more coverage of the regulatory network, while co-expression based networks tend to include many false-positive edges and are the least informative [62,63]. However, integration of these three networks [53,64–66] into a combined network yield better performance than the individual networks in terms of recovering known regulatory interactions, by predicting interactions that tend to be supported by multiple lines of evidence. Here, we use two integration approaches: one approach combines interaction ranks across networks, while the other is based on mapping edge weights to interaction probabilities and then combining interaction likelihoods across input networks. Inferred regulatory interactions using both rank-based and likelihood-based integration methods show significant overlap with known interactions in human and fly, indicating
Figure 12: Performance evaluation of network alignment methods over modular network structures with $n = 20$, $m = 2$, $p = 0.2$, and (a) $q = 0.05$, (b) $q = 0.01$. The recovery rate of the EigenAlign+SDP method is close to the one of the SDP-based method, while it has significantly lower computational complexity.

the accuracy and robustness of the used inference pipeline. In the following, we explain our network inference framework with more details.

6.1 Inference of feature specific regulatory networks

For each species, we form feature-specific regulatory networks using functional (gene expression profiles) and physical (motif sequences and ChIP peaks) evidences as follows:

**Functional association networks.** Expression-based networks represent interactions among TFs and target genes which are supported by correlation in gene expression levels across multiple samples [51, 67–69]. There are several methods to infer regulatory networks using gene expression profiles [66]. The input for these algorithms is a gene by condition matrix of expression values. The output of these methods are expression-based regulatory networks. We use the side information of TF lists to remove outgoing edges from target genes (in fact, TF lists are used as inputs to network inference algorithms to enhance their performance by limiting search space of the methods).

To reduce bias and obtain a single expression-based network for each species, we combine results of two different expression-based network inference methods (Figure 14-a): one method is CLR [60] (context likelihood of relatedness) which constructs expression networks using mutual information among gene expression profiles along with a correction step to eliminate background correlations. The second method used is GENIE3 [61] (Gene Network Inference with Ensemble of Trees) which is a tree-based ensemble method that decomposes the network inference problem to several feature selection subproblems. In each subproblem, it identifies potential regulators by performing a regression analysis using random forest. GENIE3 has been recognized as the top-performing expression based inference method in the DREAM5 challenge [66].

Table 1 summarizes the number of genes and TFs in expression-based regulatory networks. These numbers refer to genes and TFs that are mapped to Entrez Gene IDs [70], the standard IDs that we use throughout our analysis. As it is illustrated in this table, expression based networks cover most of potential regulatory edges from TFs to targets. Despite a high coverage, however,
the quality of inferred expression networks are lower than the one for physical networks [62]. This can be partially owing to indirect effects and transitive interactions in expression-based regulatory networks [66].

**Physical association networks.** We form two physical regulatory networks for each of the considered species using two types of physical evidences as our inference features: In the first approach, we use conserved occurrences of known sequence motifs [59], while in the second approach, we use experimentally defined TF binding occupancy profiles from ChIP assays of ENCODE and modENCODE [54,62]. Table 2 shows the number of TFs associated to motifs as well as the number of TFs with genome-wide ChIP profiles in human, fly and worm. TSS coordinates are based on the genome annotations from ENCODE and modENCODE for human and worm, respectively, and the FlyBase genome annotations (FB5.48) for fly.

Each physical feature is assigned to a score: motif sequence features are assigned to conservation scores according to a phylogenetic framework [59], while sequence read density of TFs determines scores of ChIP peaks. Further, two physical features are called overlapping if their corresponding sequences have a minimum overlap of 25% in relation to their lengths (Jaccard Index \(> 0.25\)).

Our inference algorithm is based on occurrence of these features (motif sequences or ChIP peaks) within a fixed window size around the transcription start site (TSS) of target genes (Figure 14-b). We use a fixed window of 5kb around the transcription start site (TSS) in human and 1kb in fly and worm. Then, we apply a max-sum algorithm to assign weights to TF-target interactions in each case: we take the maximum score of overlapping features and sum the scores of non-overlapping ones. In ChIP networks, because read densities are not comparable across different TFs, we normalize TF-target weights for each TF by computing z-scores.

### 6.2 Inference of integrated regulatory networks

Feature specific networks have certain biases and shortcomings. While Physical networks (motif and ChIP networks) show high quality considering overlap of their interactions with known interactions [62], their coverage of the entire network is pretty low mostly owing to the cost of the experiments. On the other hand, while expression based networks have a larger coverage of
regulatory networks compared to physical ones, they include many false-positive edges partially owing to indirect information flows [63]. To overcome these limitations, we therefore integrate these feature-specific regulatory interactions into a single integrated network [53,64–66] (Figure 14-a).

Suppose there are $K$ input feature-specific regulatory networks, each with $n$ genes and $m$ TFs (only TF nodes can have out-going edges in the network). Let $w_{i,j}^l$ and $w_{i,j}$ represent interaction weights between TF $i$ and target gene $j$ in the input network $l$ and in the integrative network, respectively. We use the following techniques to infer integrated networks:

**Rank-based (borda) integration:** In this approach, integrative weights are computed as follows:

$$w_{i,j} = 1/K \sum_{l=1}^{K} r_{i,j}^l,$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.1)

where $r_{i,j}^l$ represents the rank of interactions $i \rightarrow j$ in the input network $l$. An edge with the maximum weight is mapped to the rank $nm$. We also assume non-existent interactions are mapped to rank 0 (if $w_{i,j}^l = 0$, then $r_{i,j}^l = 0$) [66]. Moreover, ties are broken randomly among edges with same weights.

**Likelihood-based integration:** In this approach, integrative weights are computed as follows,

$$w_{i,j} = 1/K \sum_{l=1}^{K} - \log (1 - p_{i,j}^l),$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.2)

where $p_{i,j}^l$ represents the probability that edge $i \rightarrow j$ exists in the input network $l$, defined as $p_{i,j}^l = Pr(w < w_{i,j}^l)$. $\varphi$ is a number close to one (e.g., $\varphi = 0.99$) to have a well-defined log(.) function when the edge probability is one. This approach can be considered as a maximum likelihood estimator of integrative weights if input networks and their interactions are assumed to be independent, and empirical distributions of input edge weights are sufficiently close to actual distributions.

We find that, top-ranking integrative interactions in human and fly networks are primarily supported by ChIP and motif evidences specially in the rank-based integrative networks, while worm...
interactions are primarily supported by co-expression edges, consistent with the lower coverage of worm ChIP and motif interactions (Figure 15).

To validate inferred integrated networks, we use known interactions in TRANSFAC [26], REDfly [27] and EdgeDB [28] as human, fly and worm benchmarks, respectively. We assess the quality of various networks by using (a) the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC); and (b) the area under the precision recall curve (AUPR), for each benchmark network (Figures 16). Let \( TP(k) \) and \( FP(k) \) represent the number of true positives and false positives in top \( k \) predictions, respectively. Suppose the total number of positives and negatives in the gold standard are represented by \( P \) and \( N \), respectively. Then, an ROC curve plots true positive rate vs. false positive rate (\( TP(k)/P \) vs. \( FP(k)/N \)), while a PR curve plots precision (\( TP(k)/k \)) vs. recall (\( TP(k)/P \)). A high AUPR value indicates that, top predictions significantly overlap with known interactions, while a high AUROC value indicates the advantage of inferred predictions in discriminating true and false positives compared to random predictions (AUROC of a random predictor is 0.5).

Figure 16 illustrates AUROC and AUPR scores for feature-specific and integrative networks, in different cut-offs, and in all three considered species. Considering the top 5\% of interactions in each weighted network as predicted edges, according to AUROC metric, both integrative networks (rank-based and likelihood-based) outperform feature-specific networks in all three species. In fact, AUROC values of rank-based and likelihood based integrative networks are 0.58 in human, 0.62 and 0.61 in fly, and 0.52 and 0.51 in worm, respectively. According to the AUPR metric and using the same cut-off, the likelihood-based integrative network outperforms other networks in human.
Table 1: Number of genes and TFs covered by gene expression data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Human</th>
<th>Fly</th>
<th>Worm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genes</td>
<td>19,088</td>
<td>12,897</td>
<td>19,277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFs</td>
<td>2,757</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>905</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Number of TFs covered by evolutionary conserved motifs and TF binding datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Human</th>
<th>Fly</th>
<th>Worm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motif network</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChIP network</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and fly species. AUPR values of rank-based and likelihood based integrative networks are 0.019 and 0.017 in human, 0.047 and 0.045 in fly, and 0.037 and 0.035 in worm, respectively. Notably, all methods have low scores over the EdgeDB (worm) benchmark, which can be partially owing to sparse physical networks and/or systematic bias of EdgeDB interactions.

As the cut-off (network density) increases, AUROC values of integrative networks tend to increase while their AUPR scores are decreasing in general. This is because of the fact that, the rate of true positives is lower among medium ranked interactions compared to top ones. Considering both AUROC and AUPR curves for all species, we binarize networks using their top 5% interactions which leads to balanced values of AUROC and AUPR in all inferred networks. This results in 2.6M interactions in human, 469k in fly and 876k in worm. In the rank-based integrative networks, the median number of targets for each TF is 253 in human, 290 in fly and 640 in worm, with a median of 132 regulators per gene in human, 29 in fly, and 43 in worm. In the likelihood-based integrative networks, the median number of targets for each TF are 478, 400 and 861, with a median of 136, 29 and 41 regulators per gene in in human, fly and worm, respectively.

7 Comparative Analysis of Gene Regulatory Networks across Human, Fly and Worm

In this section, we apply network alignment methods to compare gene regulatory networks of human, fly, and worm, three of the most distant and deeply studied metazoan species (Figure 17-a). We use regulatory networks which we inferred in Section 6 by integrating genome-wide functional and physical genomics datasets from ENCODE and modENCODE consortia. In this section, we focus on analyzing ranked-based integrated regulatory networks, while all arguments can be extended to likelihood-based networks as well.

We use homolog mappings across genes of human, fly and worm provided by the ENCODE and modENCODE consortia [71]. Note that, human homologs refer to homologous genes in fly and worm, while fly/worm homologs are defined solely in relation to human. Homolog mappings across species are based on gene sequence similarities over corresponding gene trees [71]. However, owing to multiple duplications and losses, homolog mappings are not bijective necessarily. For example, one gene in human can be homologous to multiple genes in fly and vice versa (see an example in Figure 17-b). Comparative network analysis in evolutionary studies often requires having a one-to-one mapping across genes of two networks. In this section, we use network alignment methods
to infer bijective mappings as a subset of homolog mappings across species (Figure 17-b). An optimal bijective mapping across networks of different species causes the most number of matched interactions (i.e., interactions that exists in both networks) and the least number of mismatched interactions (i.e., interactions that only exist in one of the networks).

We assess the performance of three network alignment methods (EigenAlign, NetAlign, IsoRank) in comparative analysis across gene regulatory networks of human, fly and worm. We excluded the network alignment method based on Klau optimization [15] from our analysis in this section owing to its high computational complexity, and its low performance over synthetic networks of Section 5. Moreover, as we discussed in Section 5, the SDP-based method of [17] has high-computational complexity, which prohibits its use in aligning large regulatory networks. We use EigenAlign, IsoRank and NetAlign methods with the setup and parameters similarly to Section 5.

Unlike EigenAlign, IsoRank and NetAlign methods do not take into account the directionality of edges in their network alignment setup. Thus, to have fair performance assessments of considered network alignment methods, we create un-directed co-regulation networks using inferred regulatory networks of Section 6, by connecting genes when their parent TFs have an overlap larger than 25%. This results in undirected binary co-regulation networks in human, fly, and worm, with 19,221,

Figure 16: AUROC and AUPR scores of feature-specific and integrated regulatory networks in human, fly and worm species.
Figure 17: (a) A comparative analysis framework across human, fly and worm regulatory networks. (b) An application example of a network alignment method (EigenAlign) over three gene families across human-fly.

13,642, and 19,296 nodes, and 13.9%, 3.5%, and 4.2% edge densities, respectively.

By application of network alignment methods, we infer bijective mappings across human-fly and human-worm networks. There are numerous mismatched interactions across networks of distal species partially owing to extensive gene functional divergence due to processes such as gene duplication and loss. In this situation, it is critical to consider both matches and mismatches in the network alignment optimization. Unlike existent network alignment algorithms which completely ignore mismatches across networks, EigenAlign considers both matches and mismatches across networks in a balanced way by setting alignment scores according to (5.2). Figures 18-a,b illustrate the number of matched (conserved) and mismatched (error) interactions across human-fly and human-worm networks, inferred using different methods. As it is illustrated in these figures, in both human-fly and human-worm comparisons, EigenAlign significantly outperforms other methods in terms of causing fewer number of mismatches (errors) across networks, while its performance is close to the best one in terms of the number of matches (overlaps). Figure 18-c illustrates the match-mismatch ratio for different network alignment methods, in both human-fly and human-worm comparisons. As it is illustrated in this figure, EigenAlign outperforms other methods significantly indicating that, it finds mappings across networks which maximize the number of matches and minimize the number of mismatches simultaneously. In all cases, the number of conserved interactions is statistically significant ($p$-value < 0.01), indicating gene evolution has occurred in a way to preserve regulatory pathways across these species. $p$-values are computed using a rank test by randomly selecting bijective mappings from gene homolog mappings while keeping network structures the same.

Next, we assess conservation of gene centralities across different networks. Centrality measures over regulatory networks provide useful insights on functional roles of genes in regulatory processes [72–74]. Therefore, comparative analysis of gene centrality measures across species can shed light on how evolution has preserved or changed regulatory patterns and functions across distal species. A suitable alignment should map central nodes in one network to central nodes in the other network (Figure 19-a). Here, we consider three centrality measures: degree centrality,
eigenvector centrality, and the page-rank centrality with the damping factor 0.85. In Figure 19, we illustrate centrality correlation of aligned genes using different network alignment methods, across both human-fly and human-worm networks. As it is illustrated in this figure, the bijective mapping inferred by EigenAlign preserves different node centralities across networks significantly better than other tested methods. That is, EigenAlign is more likely to map central nodes in one network to central nodes in the other network. Finally, we note that, the centrality conservation across human-fly networks is significantly larger than the one across human-worm networks, partially owing to a larger evolutionary distance between human and worm compared to the one between human and fly.

Next, we examine enrichment of different biological processes over conserved subgraphs inferred by different alignment methods across human-fly and human-worm. To do this, we use genome ontology (GO) processes that are experimentally verified and have sizes in the range of 50 and 500 genes. For each GO category, we compute the number of matched and mismatched interactions using bijective mappings of different network alignment methods across human-fly and human-worm networks. Figure 20-a illustrates the average match-mismatch ratio over all considered GO categories, across both human-fly and human-worm networks. As it is illustrated in this figure, the EigenAlign solution preserves the connectivity pattern of genes in each GO category across these species better than other network alignment methods. This is consistent with the overall match-mismatch ratio gain of the EigenAlign method across human-fly and human-worm networks,
Figure 19: (a) A suitable alignment should map central nodes in one network to central
nodes in the other network. Correlation of (b) degree centrality, (c) eigenvector cen-
trality, and (d) page-rank centrality measures of aligned genes using different network
alignment methods, in both human-fly and human-worm comparisons.

demonstrated in Figure 18-c. Note that, the average match-mismatch ratios across GO processes
(Figure 20-a) are significantly higher than the ones across entire networks (Figure 18-c). This may
indicate that, connectivity patterns among genes involved in similar processes are better preserved
compared to the rest of the regulatory network. However, note that, this enrichment of GO processes
across species may be partially owing to biases in the study of these genes in the literature [75].
Thus, additional experimental validations are required which is beyond the scope of this paper.

Next, we focus on GO categories whose regulatory patterns are (partially) conserved across
these species, according to mappings of at least one of the considered network alignment methods.
To do this, we select GO categories whose match-mismatch ratio is larger than or equal to one.
Considering the small match-mismatch ratio of entire regulatory networks (Figure 18-c), this mea-
sure selects processes that have significantly higher conservation than the one of randomly selected
gene sets. We also limit processes to the ones with at least 10 conserved interactions to elimi-
nate processes whose conservation may not be statistically significant. Figure 20-b illustrates the
average match-mismatch ratio over partially conserved GO processes, across both human-fly and
human-worm networks. As illustrated in this figure, most of the (partially) conserved GO processes
are identified by EigenAlign mappings across networks. In fact, EigenAlign identifies 6 processes as
partially conserved ones across human-fly, while this number for NetAlign and IsoRank are 3 and
2, respectively. The conserved processes of EigenAlign solution include an immune system process,
embryo development, actin filament organization, and cellular response to endogenous stimulus.
Across human-worm networks, EigenAlign identifies 5 partially conserved processes, while this
number for NetAlign and IsoRank are 1, and 0, respectively. In this case, conserved processes of
the EigenAlign solution include different compound catabolic processes. Notably, by considering a less restrictive match-mismatch ratio of 0.8, all conserved processes of other network alignment methods are inferred using the EigenAlign method as well. Finally, we note that, the solution provided by the EigenAlign method can be used in designing future experiments to extend GO catalogs by using gene regulatory networks and cross-species information.

8 **Proofs**

In this section, we present proofs of Theorem 2 and Corollary 1. First, in Section 8.1, we present proof of Corollary 1 to highlight key ideas used in the proof. Then, in Section 8.2, we present the proof of Theorem 2.

8.1 **Proof Of Corollary 1**

Without loss of generality and to simplify notations, we assume the permutation matrix $P$ is equal to the identity matrix $I$, i.e., the isomorphic mapping across $G_1$ and $G_2$ is \{1 ↔ 1', 2 ↔ 2', ..., n ↔ n'\} (otherwise, one can relabel nodes in either $G_1$ or $G_2$ to have $P$ equal to the identity matrix). Therefore, $G_1(i, j) = G_2(i', j')$ for all $1 \leq i, j \leq n$. Recall that $Y$ is a vector of length $kn$ which has weights for all possible mappings $(i, j') \in \mathcal{R}$. To simplify notations and without loss of generality, we re-order indices of vector $y$ as follows:

- The first $n$ indices of $y$ correspond to correct mappings, i.e., $y(1) = y_{1,1'}$, $y(2) = y_{2,2'}$, ..., $y(n) = y_{n,n'}$.

- The remaining $(k - 1)n$ indices of $y$ correspond to incorrect mappings. e.g., $y(n + 1) = y_{1,2'}$, $y(n + 2) = y_{1,3'}$, ..., $y(kn) = y_{r,s'}$ ($r \neq s$).

Therefore, we can write,

\[
    y = \begin{bmatrix}
        y_1 \\
        y_2
    \end{bmatrix},
\]

where $y_1$ and $y_2$ are vectors of length $n$ and $(k - 1)n$, respectively.
We re-order rows and columns of the alignment matrix $A$ accordingly. Define the following notations: $S_1 = \{1, 2, \ldots, n\}$ and $S_2 = \{n + 1, n + 2, \ldots, kn\}$. The alignment matrix $A$ for graphs $G_1$ and $G_2$ can be characterized using equation (2.3) as follows:

$$A(t_1, t_2) = \begin{cases} 
(\alpha + 1)G_1(i,j)G_2(i', j') - G_1(i,j) - G_2(i', j') + 1 + \epsilon, & \text{if } t_1 \sim (i,i'), t_2 \sim (j,j'), \\
(\alpha + 1)G_1(i,j)G_2(r', s') - G_1(i,j) - G_2(r', s') + 1 + \epsilon, & \text{if } t_1 \sim (i,r') t_2 \sim (j,s'), \\
1 + \epsilon, & \text{if } t_1 = t_2.
\end{cases}$$

(8.1)

where notation $t_1 \sim (i,r')$ means that, row (and column) index $t_1$ of the alignment matrix $A$ corresponds to the mapping $(i,r')$. Since $G_1$ and $G_2$ are isomorphic with permutation matrix $P = I$, we have $G_1(i,j) = G_2(i', j')$. Therefore, equation (8.1) can be written as,

$$A(t_1, t_2) = \begin{cases} 
(\alpha + 1)G_1(i,j)^2 - 2G_1(i,j) + 1 + \epsilon, & \text{if } t_1 \sim (i,i'), t_2 \sim (j,j'), \\
(\alpha + 1)G_1(i,j)G_1(r,s) - G_1(i,j) - G_1(r,s) + 1 + \epsilon, & \text{if } t_1 \sim (i,r'), t_2 \sim (j,s'), \\
1 + \epsilon, & \text{if } t_1 = t_2.
\end{cases}$$

(8.2)

Let $\bar{A}$ be the expected alignment matrix, where $\bar{A}(t_1, t_2) = \mathbb{E}[A(t_1, t_2)]$, the expected value of $A(t_1, t_2)$.

**Lemma 3** Let $v$ be the eigenvector of the expected alignment matrix $\bar{A}$ corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. Suppose

$$v = \begin{bmatrix} v_1 \\ v_2 \end{bmatrix},$$

where $v_1$ and $v_2$ are vectors of length $n$ and $(k-1)n$, respectively. Then,

$$v_{1,1} = v_{1,2} = \ldots = v_{1,n} = v^*_1,$$

$$v_{2,1} = v_{2,2} = \ldots = v_{2,(k-1)n} = v^*_2,$$

Moreover, if $n \to \infty$, then,

$$\frac{v^*_1}{v^*_2} > \beta,$$

(8.3)

where $\beta = 1 + \Delta$, and $0 < \Delta k < \frac{(\alpha - 1)p + 1 + \epsilon}{(\alpha + 1)p^2 - 2p + 1 + \epsilon} - 1$.

**Proof** Since $G_1(i,j)$ is a Bernoulli random variable which is one with probability $p$, equation (8.4) leads to:

$$\bar{A}(t_1, t_2) = \begin{cases} 
(\alpha - 1)p + 1 + \epsilon, & \text{if } t_1 \text{ and } t_2 \in S_1, t_1 \neq t_2, \\
(\alpha + 1)p^2 - 2p + 1 + \epsilon, & \text{if } t_1 \text{ or } t_2 \in S_2, t_1 \neq t_2, \\
1 + \epsilon, & \text{if } t_1 = t_2.
\end{cases}$$

(8.4)
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Define \( a = (\alpha - 1)p + 1 + \epsilon \) and \( b = (\alpha + 1)p^2 - 2p + 1 + \epsilon \).

Since \( bv \) is an eigenvector of \( \bar{A} \), we have,

\[
\bar{A}v = \lambda v,
\]

where \( \lambda \) is the corresponding eigenvalue of \( bv \). Therefore,

\[
\bar{A}v = \begin{bmatrix}
  a \sum_i v_{1,i} + b \sum_j v_{2,j} + (1 + \epsilon - a)v_{1,1} \\
  \vdots \\
  b \sum_i v_{1,i} + b \sum_j v_{2,j} + (1 + \epsilon - a)v_{1,n} \\
  \vdots \\
  b \sum_i v_{1,i} + b \sum_j v_{2,j} + (1 + \epsilon - a)v_{2,1} \\
  \vdots \\
  b \sum_i v_{1,i} + b \sum_j v_{2,j} + (1 + \epsilon - a)v_{2,(k-1)n}
\end{bmatrix} = \lambda \begin{bmatrix}
  v_{1,1} \\
  \vdots \\
  v_{1,n} \\
  v_{2,1} \\
  \vdots \\
  v_{2,(k-1)n}
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

Therefore,

\[
a \sum_i v_{1,i} + b \sum_j v_{2,j} = v_{1,r}(\lambda + a - 1 - \epsilon), \quad \forall 1 \leq r \leq n, \tag{8.7}
\]

\[
b \sum_i v_{1,i} + b \sum_j v_{2,j} = v_{2,s}(\lambda + b - 1 - \epsilon), \quad \forall 1 \leq s \leq (k-1)n. \tag{8.8}
\]

We choose \( \epsilon \) so that \( \lambda + a - 1 - \epsilon \neq 0 \) and \( \lambda + b - 1 - \epsilon \neq 0 \). We will show later in this section that any sufficiently small value of \( \epsilon \) satisfies these inequalities. Therefore, equation (8.7) leads to,

\[
v_{1,1} = v_{1,2} = \ldots = v_{1,n} = v_1^*,
\]

\[
v_{2,1} = v_{2,2} = \ldots = v_{2,(k-1)n} = v_2^*. \tag{8.9}
\]

Using equations (8.7) and (8.8), we have,

\[
\begin{cases}
  anv_1^* + b(k-1)n v_2^* = v_1^*(\lambda + a - 1 - \epsilon) \\
  bn v_1^* + b(k-1)n v_2^* = v_2^*(\lambda + b - 1 - \epsilon).
\end{cases}
\]

We choose \( \epsilon \) so that \( \lambda + b(1 - (k-1)n) - 1 - \epsilon \neq 0 \). We will show later in this section that any sufficiently small value of \( \epsilon \) satisfies this inequality. Further, according to Perron-Frobenius Theorem 1, \( v_{1,i} > 0 \) and \( v_{2,j} > 0 \), for all \( i \) and \( j \). Under these conditions, solving equation (8.9) leads to:

\[
(\lambda - \lambda_a)(\lambda - \lambda_b) = b^2(k-1)n^2, \tag{8.10}
\]

where,

\[
\begin{cases}
  \lambda_a = (n-1)a + 1 + \epsilon, \\
  \lambda_b = ((k-1)n-1)b + 1 + \epsilon.
\end{cases} \tag{8.11}
\]

Equation (8.10) has two solutions for \( \lambda \). However, since \( \lambda \) is the largest eigenvalue of the expected alignment matrix \( \bar{A} \), we choose the largest of the roots. Note that, since \( b^2(k-1)n^2 > 0 \), we have \( \lambda > \max(\lambda_a, \lambda_b) \). This guarantees conditions that we put on \( \epsilon \) in the early steps of the proof.

By solving equations (8.10) and (8.11), we have,
\[ \lambda = \lambda_a + \lambda_b + \sqrt{(\lambda_a - \lambda_b)^2 + 4(k-1)b^2n^2} \]

First, we show \( v_1^* > v_2^* \):

As \( n \to \infty \), equation (8.9) implies,

\[ \frac{v_1^*}{v_2^*} = \frac{\lambda}{bn} - k + 1, \tag{8.12} \]

where \( \lambda \) is the largest root of equation (8.10). For sufficiently large \( n \),

\[ \frac{v_1^*}{v_2^*} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \left( \frac{a}{b} - k + 1 \right) + \sqrt{\left( \frac{a}{b} - k + 1 \right)^2 + 4k - 4} \right]. \tag{8.13} \]

If \( p \neq 0,1 \), we always have \( a > b \). Therefore, there exists \( \Delta > 0 \) such that \( \frac{a}{b} > 1 + \Delta k \). Thus, we have,

\[ \frac{a}{b} > 1 + \Delta k > 1 + \Delta (1 + \frac{k-1}{1+\Delta}) = 1 + \Delta + \frac{\Delta}{\Delta+1}(k-1). \tag{8.14} \]

Using inequality (8.14) in (8.13), we have,

\[ \frac{v_1^*}{v_2^*} > \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{(1+\Delta)^2 - k + 1}{1+\Delta} + \frac{\sqrt{((1+\Delta)^2 - k + 1)^2 + 4(k-1)(1+\Delta)^2}}{1+\Delta} \right] \]

\[ = 1 + \Delta. \tag{8.15} \]

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.

Remark 11 In Lemma 3, if \( kp = c_1 \), where \( c_1 \ll k \) and \( k \gg 1 \), choosing \( \alpha = c_2k^2 \) results in \( \Delta \approx ck \) where \( c = \frac{c_1c_2}{c_1^2c_2+1} > 1 \).

If \( v \) is an eigenvector with unit norm, we have:

\[ \|v\| = 1 \Rightarrow nv_1^* + (k-1)nv_2^* = 1. \tag{8.16} \]

By using this equation and Lemma 3, for sufficiently large \( n \), we have:

\[ v_1^* = \frac{\beta}{\sqrt{\beta^2 + k} \sqrt{n}} \tag{8.17} \]

\[ v_2^* = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\beta^2 + k} \sqrt{n}}. \]

Since edges of network \( G_1 \) are random, the alignment network is also random matrix. Let \( \Omega \) be a set of outcomes of edge variables of network \( G_1 \), and let \( A(\Omega) \) be the corresponding alignment network. Let \( v(\Omega) \) represent an eigenvector of \( A(\Omega) \) with the largest eigenvalue.
Lemma 4 Let $v(\Omega)$ be a unite norm eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue of the alignment matrix $A(\Omega)$. Suppose
\[ v(\Omega) = \begin{bmatrix} v_1(\Omega) \\ v_2(\Omega) \end{bmatrix}, \]
where $v_1(\Omega)$ and $v_2(\Omega)$ are vectors of length $n$ and $kn$, respectively. Let $\bar{v} = \mathbb{E}[v(\Omega)]$. Then,

- (i) For all $1 \leq i \leq n$, $\mathbb{E}[v_{1,i}(\Omega)] = \bar{v}_1$, and $\sigma^2_{\nu_1,1}(\Omega) = \sigma^2_1$.
- (ii) For all $1 \leq j \leq (k-1)n$, $\mathbb{E}[v_{2,j}(\Omega)] = \bar{v}_2$, and $\sigma^2_{\nu_2,j}(\Omega) = \sigma^2_2$.
- (iii) Let $v$ be the eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue of the expected alignment matrix $\bar{A}$. Then, $v(\Omega) \cdot v \geq 1 - \gamma$, where $\gamma$ is a small positive number, w.h.p.
- (iv) $1 - \gamma \leq \|\bar{v}\| \leq 1$.
- (v) $\sigma^2_1 \leq \frac{2\gamma}{n}$ and, $\sigma^2_2 \leq \frac{2\gamma}{(k-1)n}$.
- (vi) If $v_{1,i}^* / v_{2,i}^* = \beta$, for sufficiently large $n$ and w.h.p., $\bar{v}_1 = \frac{a_1}{\sqrt{n}}$ and $\bar{v}_2 = \frac{a_2}{\sqrt{n}}$, where $a_1 > a_2$ and,
\[
\begin{align*}
\beta(1 - \gamma) & \\
\sqrt{\beta^2 + k - 1} & \\
\frac{1 - \gamma}{\sqrt{\beta^2 + k - 1}} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

Proof Owing to symmetry of the problem, for all $1 \leq i \leq n$, random variables $v_{1,i}(\Omega)$ have the same probability distribution. Therefore, they have the same mean and variance. The same argument holds for random variables $v_{2,j}(\Omega)$ for all $1 \leq j \leq (k-1)n$. This proves parts (i) and (ii).

To prove part (iii), first we show that, with high probability and for sufficiently large $n$, $\|E\| \leq \|A(\Omega) - \bar{A}\| < \delta n$, where $\delta$ is a small positive number, and $\|\cdot\|$ is the spectral norm operator. Since $\bar{A}$ and $A(\Omega)$ have the same diagonal elements, all diagonal elements of $E$ are zero.

Theorem 7 (Gershgorin Circle Theorem) Let $E$ be a complex matrix with entries $e_{i,j}$. Let $R_i = \sum_{j \neq i} |e_{i,j}|$ be the sum of absolute values of the off-diagonal entries in the row $i$. Let $D(e_{i,i}, R_i)$ be the closed disc centered at $e_{i,i}$ with radius $R_i$. Every eigenvalue of $E$ lies within at least one of the Gershgorin discs $D(e_{ii}, R_i)$.

Proof See reference [76].

We use Gershgorin Circle Theorem to show that, $\|E\| < \delta n$ for sufficiently large $n$, w.h.p. First, we show that, for sufficiently large $n$ and w.h.p., $R_i < \delta n$, where $\delta$ is a small positive number. To simplify notations, we write $R_t$ for different $t$ as follows:
If \( i \leq n \), then,
\[
R_t = \sum_{i=2}^{n} (\alpha + 1)G_i^2 - 2G_i + 1 + \sum_{(i,j) \in B} (\alpha + 1)G_i G_j - G_i - G_j + 1
\]

\[\text{where } G_i \text{ is an iid Bernoulli variable with } \Pr[G_i = 1] = p, \text{ and } B = R - \{(i,i') : 1 \leq i \leq n\}.\]

Similarly, if \( n < t \leq kn \), we can write,
\[
R_t = \sum_{(i,j) \in B} ((\alpha + 1)G_i G_j - G_i - G_j + 1 - (k-1)n((\alpha + 1)p^2 - 2p + 1),
\] (8.20)

Using Chernoff bound, for sufficiently large \( n \), for a given \( \delta_1 > 0 \), there exists \( \epsilon_1 > 0 \) so that,
\[
\Pr\left[ \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} G_i - p > \delta_1 \right] \leq e^{-n\epsilon_1}, \tag{8.21}
\]
\[
\Pr\left[ \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} G_i^2 - p > \delta_1 \right] \leq e^{-n\epsilon_1},
\]
\[
\Pr\left[ \frac{1}{(k-1)n} \sum_{(i,j) \in B} G_i G_j - p^2 > \delta_1 \right] \leq e^{-n\epsilon_1}.
\]

**Proposition 3** Let \( U_1 \) and \( U_2 \) be two random variables such that,
\[
\Pr[U_1 \in (-\delta_1, \delta_1)] > 1 - e^{-n\epsilon_1},
\]
\[
\Pr[U_2 \in (-\delta_2, \delta_2)] > 1 - e^{-n\epsilon_2}.
\]

Then, w.h.p.,
\[
\Pr[U_1 + U_2 \geq \delta_1 + \delta_2] \leq e^{-n\min(\epsilon_1, \epsilon_2)},
\]
\[
\Pr[U_1 U_2 \geq \delta_1 \delta_2] \leq e^{-n\min(\epsilon_1, \epsilon_2)}.
\]

**Proof** Let \( T \) be a random variable representing the event \( U_1 \in (-\delta_1, \delta_1) \), and \( T^c \) be its complement. Then,
\[
\Pr[U_1 + U_2 \geq \delta_1 + \delta_2] = \Pr[U_1 + U_2 \geq \delta_1 + \delta_2 | T] \Pr[T] + \Pr[U_1 + U_2 \geq \delta_1 + \delta_2 | T^c] \Pr[T^c] \leq \Pr[U_2 \geq \delta_2] + \Pr[T^c] \leq e^{-n\min(\epsilon_1, \epsilon_2)}.
\]

A similar argument can be made for the case of \( U_1 U_2 \). This completes the proof of Proposition 3.

According to equations (8.19) and (8.20), for all \( 1 \leq t \leq kn \), \( E[R_t] = 0 \). Using Proposition 3 and equation (8.21), there exists \( \delta > 0 \) such that, \( |R_t| \leq \delta n \) for sufficiently large \( n \), w.h.p. Thus, using Gershgorin circle Theorem 7, the maximum eigenvalue of matrix \( E \) is smaller than \( \delta n \), for sufficiently large \( n \), w.h.p., which indicates that \( \|E\| \leq \delta n \), for sufficiently large \( n \), w.h.p.
**Theorem 8 (Wedin Sin Theorem)** Let $v$ and $v(\Omega)$ be eigenvectors of matrices $\bar{A}$ and $A(\Omega)$ corresponding to their largest eigenvalues, respectively. Let $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ be the largest and second largest eigenvalues of matrix $\bar{A}$. Then, there exists a positive constant $\mu$ such that,

$$|\sin \angle (v, v(\Omega))| \leq \mu \frac{\|A - A(\Omega)\|}{\lambda_1 - \lambda_2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.22)

**Proof** See reference [77].

According to equation (8.7), as $n \to \infty$, the two largest eigenvalues of the matrix $\bar{A}$ are the roots of equation (8.10) because other eigenvalues are equal to $-a + 1 + \epsilon$ or $-b + 1 + \epsilon$. Solving equation (8.10) for sufficiently large $n$, we have,

$$|\lambda_1 - \lambda_2| = \sqrt{(\lambda_a - \lambda_b)^2 + 4(k - 1)b^2n^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.23)

$$= nb \sqrt{(\frac{a}{b} - k + 1)^2 + 4(k - 1)}$$

$$> nb \sqrt{(1 + \Delta \frac{k - 1}{1 + \Delta}) + 4(k - 1)}$$

$$= \frac{b(\beta^2 + k - 1)}{\beta}n.$$  

Therefore, using equation (8.23) in Wedin sin Theorem 8, for any small positive $\delta$, we have,

$$|\sin \angle (v, v(\Omega))| \leq \frac{\mu \beta}{b(\beta^2 + k - 1)} \delta.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.24)

This completes the proof of part (iii).

To prove part (iv), first we use Jensen’s inequality. Since norm is a convex function, we have,

$$|\bar{v}| = |E[v(\Omega)]| \leq E[|v(\Omega)|] = 1.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.25)

From part (iii), we have,

$$v(\Omega) \cdot v \geq 1 - \gamma \Rightarrow \bar{v} \cdot v \geq 1 - \gamma.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.26)

Then, using Cauchy Schwarz inequality, we have,

$$|\bar{v}| = |\bar{v}| |v| \geq \bar{v} \cdot v \geq 1 - \gamma.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.27)

This completes the proof of part (iv).

To prove part (v), we can write,

$$E[\|v(\Omega) - \bar{v}\|^2] = E[1 + \|\bar{v}\|^2 - 2v(\Omega) \cdot \bar{v}] = 1 - E[\|\bar{v}\|^2]$$

$$\leq 1 - (1 - \gamma)^2 = \gamma(2 - \gamma) \leq 2\gamma.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.28)
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On the other hand,
\[
\mathbb{E}\left[\|\mathbf{v}(\Omega) - \bar{\mathbf{v}}\|^2\right] = n\sigma_1^2 + (k - 1)n\sigma_2^2.
\] (8.29)

Therefore,
\[
n\sigma_1^2 \leq 2\gamma \Rightarrow \sigma_1^2 \leq \frac{2\gamma}{n},
\]
\[
(k - 1)n\sigma_2^2 \leq 2\gamma \Rightarrow \sigma_2^2 \leq \frac{2\gamma}{(k - 1)n}.
\] (8.30)

This completes the proof of part (v).

To prove part (vi), we assume that in the worst case, vectors \(\mathbf{v}\) and \(\bar{\mathbf{v}}\) has inner product value of \(1 - \gamma\). Therefore, using part (iii) and (iv), we have,
\[
\begin{align*}
&\left\{nv_1^*\bar{v}_1 + (k - 1)nv_2^*\bar{v}_2 = 1 - \gamma, \\
&n\bar{v}_1^2 + (k - 1)n\bar{v}_2^2 = c,
\end{align*}
\] (8.31)

where \(1 - \gamma \leq c = \|\bar{\mathbf{v}}\| \leq 1\). Solving equation (8.31) using equation (8.17) for sufficiently large \(n\), we have,
\[
\begin{align*}
a_1 &= \frac{\beta(1 - \gamma) + \sqrt{(k - 1)(c - (\gamma - 1)^2)}}{\sqrt{\beta^2 + k - 1}}, \\
\frac{a_2}{n} &= \frac{(1 - \gamma)\sqrt{k - 1 - \beta\sqrt{c - (\gamma - 1)^2}}}{(k - 1)(\beta^2 + k - 1)}.
\end{align*}
\] (8.32)

Choosing \(\delta\) sufficiently small and \(n\) sufficiently large, equation (8.32) leads to equation (8.31). This completes the proof of part (vi).

Now, we have all technology to prove Theorem 1. Recall notations \(S_1 = \{1, 2, \ldots, n\}\) and \(S_2 = \{n + 1, n + 2, \ldots, kn\}\). Let \(S_1(m) \subseteq S_1\) and \(S_2(m) \subseteq S_2\) where \(|S_1(m)| = |S_2(m)| = m\). Define following variables:
\[
U_1 \triangleq \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in S_1} v_i(\Omega),
\] (8.33)
\[
U_2 \triangleq \frac{1}{n} \left[ \sum_{i \in S_1(n-m)} v_i(\Omega) + \sum_{j \in S_2(m)} v_j(\Omega) \right].
\]

Let \(\rho = m/n \neq 0\). According to Lemma 4, \(\mathbb{E}[U_1] = \bar{v}_1\) and \(\mathbb{E}[U_2] = (1 - \rho)\bar{v}_1 + \rho\bar{v}_2\). Moreover, \(\sigma_{U_1}^2 \leq \sigma_1^2\) and \(\sigma_{U_2}^2 \leq (1 - \rho)\sigma_1^2 + \rho\sigma_2^2 < \sigma_1^2\). Define,
\[
d \triangleq \frac{\mathbb{E}[U_1] - \mathbb{E}[U_2]}{2} = \frac{c_1(1 - \gamma)}{\sqrt{n}},
\] (8.34)

where \(c_1 = \frac{\rho\Delta}{2\sqrt{(1+\Delta)^2+k-1}}\).
Using Chebyshev’s inequality, we have,
\[
Pr[U_1 \leq \mathbb{E}[U_1] - d] \leq \frac{\gamma}{c_1^2 (1-\gamma)^2} \leq c_2 \gamma = \epsilon_1,
\]
\[
Pr[U_2 \geq \mathbb{E}[U_2] + d] \leq \frac{\gamma}{c_1^2 (1-\gamma)^2} \leq c_2 \gamma = \epsilon_1.
\]
Thus, if \( \epsilon_1 \) is sufficiently small with negligible effects.

Therefore,
\[
Pr[U_1 < U_2] < \epsilon_1,
\]
where \( \epsilon_1 \) can be arbitrarily small for sufficiently large \( n \). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

### 8.2 Proof of Theorem 2

Without loss of generality and similarly to the proof of Theorem 1, let \( P = I \). Let \( A \) be the alignment network of graphs \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \) defined according to equation (2.3). Similarly to the proof of Theorem 1, re-order row (and column) indices of matrix \( A \) so that the first \( n \) indices correspond to the true mappings \( \{(i, i') : i \in V_1, i' \in V_2\} \). Define the expected alignment network \( \bar{A} \) as \( \bar{A}(t_1, t_2) = \mathbb{E}[A(t_1, t_2)] \), where \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) are two possible mappings across networks. Recall notations \( S_1 = \{1, 2, \ldots, n\} \) and \( S_2 = \{n + 1, n + 2, \ldots, kn\} \).

First, we consider the noise model I (3.8):

Define,
\[
a' = p(1-p_c)(\alpha + \epsilon) + (1-p)(1-p_c)(1+\epsilon) + (pp_c + (1-p)p_c)\epsilon
\]
\[
b' = p^2(1-p_c) + pp_c(1-p)\epsilon
\]
\[
+ ((1-p)^2(1-p_c) + pp_c(1-p))(1+\epsilon)
\]
\[
+ (2p(1-p)(1-p_c) + 2p^2 p_c)\epsilon.
\]

Since \( G_1(i, j) \) and \( Q(i, j) \) are Bernoulli random variables with parameters \( p \) and \( p_c \), respectively, the expected alignment network can be simplified as follows:

\[
\bar{A}(t_1, t_2) = \begin{cases} 
a', & \text{if } t_1 \text{ and } t_2 \in S_1, t_1 \neq t_2, 
b', & \text{if } t_1 \text{ or } t_2 \in S_2, t_1 \neq t_2, 
1 + \epsilon, & \text{if } t_1 = t_2,
\end{cases}
\]

We have,
\[
a' - b' = (\alpha + 1)(2p_c - 1)p(p - 1) + p_c(1 - 2p)\epsilon.
\]

Thus, if \( p \neq 0, 1 \) and \( p_c < 1/2 \), for small enough \( \epsilon \), \( a' > b' > 0 \). Therefore, there exists a positive \( \Delta \) such that \( \frac{a'}{b'} = 1 + \Delta \). The rest of the proof is similar to the one of Theorem 1.

The proof for the noise model II of (3.9) is similar. To simplify notation and illustrate the main idea, here we assume \( \epsilon \) is sufficiently small with negligible effects.

Define,
The expected alignment scores of different mapping combinations. Ellipses with the same color represent corresponding modules across two networks. Nodes with the same color represent true mappings across two networks.

\[
a'' = p(1 - p_e)(\alpha) + (1 - p)(1 - p_e^2) = 1 - p(1 + \alpha(p_e - 1) + p_e) \\
b'' = p^2(1 - p_e)\alpha + (1 - p)^2(1 - p_e^2) + 2p(1 - p)p_e(1 + \alpha) \\
= 1 - p(2 + p_e) + p^2(1 + \alpha + 2p_e).
\]

The expected alignment network in this case is:

\[
\tilde{A}(t_1, t_2) = \begin{cases} 
  a'', & \text{if } t_1 \text{ and } t_2 \in S_1, t_1 \neq t_2, \\
  b'', & \text{if } t_1 \text{ or } t_2 \in S_2, t_1 \neq t_2, \\
  1 + \epsilon, & \text{if } t_1 = t_2.
\end{cases}
\]

Moreover, we have,

\[
a'' - b'' = p((1 - p - p_e)(1 + \alpha) + p_e(1 - 2p)).
\]

If \( p < 1/2 \) and \( p_e < 1/2 \), then \( a'' - b'' > 0 \). The rest of the proof is similar to the previous case.
8.3 Proof of Theorem 3

Without loss of generality, let $P = I$ in (3.11). Let $A$ be the alignment network of graphs $G_1$ and $G_2$ defined according to (2.3). $G_1$ and $G_2$ are stochastic block networks with $m$ modules, each with $n$ nodes. Modules of $G_1$ are represented by $\{V_1^1, V_1^2, \ldots, V_1^m\}$ where $V_1^a = \{i_1^a, i_2^a, \ldots, i_n^a\}$. Similarly, modules of $G_2$ are represented by $\{V_2^1, V_2^2, \ldots, V_2^m\}$ where $V_2^a = \{j_1^a, j_2^a, \ldots, j_n^a\}$. The alignment network $A$ has $n^2m^2$ nodes. We re-order row (and column) indices of matrix $A$ so that the first $mn^2$ indices are within module mappings:

$$(i_1^1, j_1^1), (i_2^1, j_2^1), \ldots, (i_n^1, j_n^1), (i_1^2, j_1^2), \ldots, (i_n^2, j_n^1).$$

The remaining $(m^2 - m)n^2$ indices correspond to across module mappings:

$$(i_1^1, j_2^1), (i_2^1, j_2^2), \ldots, (i_m^1, j_m^{n-1}), (i_m^n, j_m^{n-1}).$$

Define,

$$a_p \triangleq (\alpha - 1)p + 1,$$
$$b_p \triangleq (\alpha + 1)p^2 - 2p + 1,$$
$$a_q \triangleq (\alpha - 1)q + 1,$$
$$b_q \triangleq (\alpha + 1)q^2 - 2q + 1,$$
$$b_{pq} \triangleq \alpha pq + (1 - p)(1 - q).$$

To form the expected alignment network $\bar{A}$, we consider seven types of mapping-pairs illustrated in Figure 21. Thus, the expected network alignment matrix has the following structure:

$$\bar{A} = \begin{bmatrix}
A_1 & A_2 & A_2 & \cdots & A_2 & A_3 & \cdots & A_3 \\
A_2 & A_1 & A_2 & \cdots & A_2 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots \\
A_2 & \cdots & A_1 & A_3 & \cdots & A_3 \\
A_3 & \cdots & A_3 & A_4 & A_5 & A_5 & \cdots & A_5 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & A_5 & A_4 & A_5 & \cdots & A_5 \\
A_3 & \cdots & A_3 & A_5 & \cdots & A_5
\end{bmatrix},$$

where the upper and lower blocks have $mn^2$ and $(m^2 - m)n^2$ rows, respectively. $A_i$ is a matrix of size $n^2 \times n^2$, defined as follows:
\[
A_1 = \begin{bmatrix}
ap & \cdots & ap & bp & \cdots & bp \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
ap & \cdots & ap & bp & \cdots & bp \\
bp & \cdots & bp & bp & \cdots & bp \\
bp & \cdots & bp & bp & \cdots & bp \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
bp & \cdots & bp & bp & \cdots & bp \\
bp & \cdots & bp & bp & \cdots & bp \\
\end{bmatrix}, \quad (8.45)
\]

\[
A_2 = \begin{bmatrix}
aq & \cdots & aq & bq & \cdots & bq \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
aq & \cdots & aq & bq & \cdots & bq \\
bq & \cdots & bq & bq & \cdots & bq \\
bq & \cdots & bq & bq & \cdots & bq \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
bq & \cdots & bq & bq & \cdots & bq \\
\end{bmatrix},
\]

\[
A_3 = b_{pq} \mathbb{1}_{n^2},
\]

\[
A_4 = b_p \mathbb{1}_{n^2},
\]

\[
A_5 = b_q \mathbb{1}_{n^2},
\]

where \( \mathbb{1}_{n^2} \) is a \( n^2 \times n^2 \) matrix whose elements are ones.

Suppose \( v \) is the leading eigenvector of the expected alignment matrix \( A \). We wish to show that,

\[
v(i) > v(j), \quad \forall 1 \leq i \leq mn^2, \forall mn^2 < j \leq m^2n^2. \quad (8.46)
\]

**Lemma 5** Let \( A \) be a positive matrix. If one or any number of entries of row \( i \) are increased and all the other rows remain fixed, and if the \( i \)-th entry of the Perron vector is held a fixed constant equal to \( 1 \), then the remaining entries of the Perron vector strictly decrease.

**Proof** See a proof in [78].

Define matrix \( B \) as follows:

\[
B = \begin{bmatrix}
B_1 & B_2 & B_2 & \cdots & B_2 & B_3 & \cdots & B_3 \\
B_2 & B_1 & B_2 & \cdots & B_2 & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
B_2 & \cdots & B_1 & B_3 & \cdots & B_3 \\
B_3 & \cdots & B_3 & B_1 & B_2 & B_2 & \cdots & B_2 \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \vdots \\
B_3 & \cdots & B_3 & B_2 & \cdots & \vdots & \ddots & B_1 \\
\end{bmatrix}, \quad (8.47)
\]

where,

\[
B_1 = b_p \mathbb{1}_{n^2},
\]

\[
B_2 = b_q \mathbb{1}_{n^2},
\]

\[
B_3 = b_{pq} \mathbb{1}_{n^2}.
\]
Because \( a_p > b_p \) and \( a_q > b_q \), using Lemma 5, it is sufficient to show (8.46) for the matrix \( B \). Suppose \( v_B \) is the leading eigenvector of the matrix \( B \). We wish to show,

\[
v_B(i) > v_B(j), \quad \forall 1 \leq i \leq mn^2, \forall mn^2 < j \leq m^2 n^2.
\]  

(8.49)

Note that,

\[
B = \mathbb{1}_{n^2} \otimes C,
\]  

(8.50)

where \( C \) is a \( m^2 \times m^2 \) matrix with a structure illustrated as follows:

\[
C = \begin{bmatrix}
  b_p & b_q & b & \ldots & b_q & b_{pq} & \ldots & b_{pq} \\
  b_q & b_p & b & \ldots & b_{pq} & \ldots & \vdots \\
  \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots \\
  b_{pq} & \ldots & b_{pq} & b_p & b_q & \ldots & b_q \\
  \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
  b_{pq} & \ldots & b_{pq} & b_q & \ldots & b_p \\
  \end{bmatrix}.
\]  

(8.51)

Let \( v_C \) be the leading eigenvector of the matrix \( C \). Using the property of Kronecker products, we have,

\[
v_B = \mathbb{1}_{n^2} \otimes v_C.
\]  

(8.52)

Therefore, to show (8.46) and (8.49), it is sufficient to show that,

\[
v_C(i) > v_C(j), \quad \forall 1 \leq i \leq m, \forall m < j \leq m^2.
\]  

(8.53)

**Lemma 6** Consider the matrix

\[
X = \begin{bmatrix}
  c & b & b & \ldots & b & a & \ldots & a \\
  b & c & b & \ldots & b & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
  b & \ldots & c & a & \ldots & a \\
  a & \ldots & a & c & b & b & \ldots & b \\
  \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
  a & \ldots & a & b & \ldots & c \\
\end{bmatrix},
\]  

(8.54)

where the size of the top and bottom blocks are \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \), respectively. Let \( v^* \) be the leading eigenvector of \( X \). Then, if \( a > b > 0, c > 0, \) and \( n_2 > n_1 \), we have,

\[
v^*(i) > v^*(j), \quad \forall 1 \leq i \leq n_1, \forall n_1 < j \leq n_1 + n_2.
\]  

(8.55)
Proof

Suppose \( v \) is an eigenvector of the matrix \( X \) with the corresponding eigenvalue \( \lambda \). Owing to the symmetric structure of the matrix \( X \), we have,
\[
\begin{align*}
  v(1) = \ldots = v(n_1) &\pm v_1, \\
  v(n_1 + 1) = \ldots = v(n_1 + n_2) &\pm v_2.
\end{align*}
\]

(8.56)

Using (8.56) in the eigen decomposition equality, we have,
\[
\begin{align*}
  cv_1 + (n_1 - 1) bv_1 + n_2 av_2 &= \lambda v_1 \\
  n_1 av_1 + cv_2 + (n_2 - 1) bv_2 &= \lambda v_2.
\end{align*}
\]

(8.57)

Thus, we have,
\[
(\lambda' - \lambda_1)(\lambda' - \lambda_2) = n_1 n_2 a^2,
\]

(8.58)

where,
\[
\begin{align*}
  \lambda' &= \lambda - c, \\
  \lambda_1 &= (n_1 - 1) b, \\
  \lambda_2 &= (n_2 - 1) b.
\end{align*}
\]

(8.59)

Let \( \lambda^* \) be the largest root of (8.58), which corresponds to the leading eigenvector of the matrix \( v^* \). To prove the lemma, it is sufficient to show that,
\[
\lambda^* > n_1 a + (n_2 - 1) b.
\]

(8.60)

This is true if \( a > b \) and \( n_2 > n_1 \). To show this, we need to show,
\[
\lambda^* = \frac{\lambda_1 + \lambda_2 + \sqrt{(\lambda_1 - \lambda_2)^2 + 4n_1 n_2 a^2}}{2} > n_1 a + (n_2 - 1) b,
\]

(8.61)

which is true under the conditions of the lemma. This completes the proof.

If \( p > q \) and \( \alpha > 1/q - 1 \), we have \( b_{pq} > b_q \). Thus, Lemma 6 leads to (8.53). This completes the proof.

8.4 Proof of Theorem 4

We use the same setup considered in the proof of Theorem 3 to form the expected alignment network. Considering \( 0 < p_e^2 \ll 1 \) and \( 0 < p_e^2 \ll 1 \), expected scores of different mapping-pairs illustrated in Figure 21 can be approximated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
  a_p &\approx p(1 - p_e) \alpha, \\
  b_p &\approx p^2(1 - p_e)^2 \alpha + 2p(1 - p)p_e \alpha, \\
  a_q &\approx q(1 - p_e) \alpha, \\
  b_q &\approx q^2(1 - p_e)^2 \alpha + 2q(1 - q)p_e \alpha, \\
  b_{pq} &\approx pq(1 - p_e)^2 \alpha + p(1 - q)p_e \alpha + (1 - p)qp_e \alpha.
\end{align*}
\]

(8.62)
The proof is similar to the one of Theorem 3. To use Lemma 5, we need to have,

\[
\begin{cases}
    a_p > b_p, \\
    a_q > b_q,
\end{cases}
\]  

(8.63)

which results in following conditions:

\[
p < \frac{1 - pp_e}{1 + p_e^2},
\]

(8.64)

\[
q < \frac{1 - pp_e}{1 + p_e^2}.
\]

Because \(p_e^2 << 1\), we then have,

\[
p < \frac{1}{1 + p_e},
\]

(8.65)

\[
q < \frac{1}{1 + p_e}.
\]

To use Lemma 6, we need to have \(b_{pq} > b_q\). Using (8.62), we have:

\[
b_{pq} - b_q = (1 - p)q(p - q) + p_e\left(\frac{p^2(1 + 2q) - 6pq + q(1 + 2q)}{\text{polynomial I}}\right). \quad (8.66)
\]

To show the non-negativity of the right-hand side of (8.66), it is sufficient to show the non-negativity of polynomial I. This polynomial has two roots at

\[
p_{\text{roots}} = \frac{6q \pm \sqrt{-4q(4q - 1)(q - 1)}}{2(1 + 2q)}. \quad (8.67)
\]

If \(0 < q \leq 1/4\),

\[-4q(4q - 1)(q - 1) < 0. \quad (8.68)\]

Because the value of the polynomial I at \(p = 0\) is positive, if \(0 < q \leq 1/4\), the polynomial is always non-negative. If \(q > 1/4\), we need to have,

\[
p \leq \frac{6q - \sqrt{4q(4q - 1)(1 - q)}}{2(1 + 2q)}, \quad (8.69)
\]

which guarantees the non-negativity of polynomial I. The rest of the proof is similar to the one of Theorem 3.
8.5 Proof of Theorem 5

We use the same setup considered in the proof of Theorem 3 to form the expected alignment network. Suppose $S(P)$ and $S(\tilde{P})$ correspond to the expected objective function of the network alignment optimization 2.5 using permutation matrices $P$ and $\tilde{P}$, respectively, where,

$$\frac{1}{nm} \|P - \tilde{P}\| > 0. \quad (8.70)$$

We wish to show that, $S(P) > S(\tilde{P})$. We have,

$$S(P) = m n^2 a_p + (m^2 - m)n^2 a_q \quad (8.71)$$

$$> (mn)^2 a_q$$

where $a_p$ and $a_q$ are defined according to (8.43). Under conditions of Theorem 3, we have $b_p > b_{pq} > b_q$ according to (8.43). Thus,

$$S(\tilde{P}) \leq (mn)^2 b_p. \quad (8.72)$$

Using (8.71) and (8.72), we need to show that $a_q > b_p$. We have,

$$b_p - a_q = (\alpha + 1)p^2 - 2p - (\alpha - 1)q. \quad (8.73)$$

This polynomial have two roots at

$$p_{roots} = \frac{1 \pm \sqrt{1 + (\alpha^2 - 1)q}}{\alpha + 1}. \quad (8.74)$$

Because $\alpha > 1$, the minimum root is always negative. Moreover, at $p = 0$, the polynomial value is negative. Thus, (8.73) is negative if

$$0 < p \leq \frac{1 + \sqrt{1 + (\alpha^2 - 1)q}}{1 + \alpha}. \quad (8.75)$$

This completes the proof.

8.6 Proof of Theorem 6

We use the same setup considered in the proof of Theorem 3 to form the expected alignment network. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 5, we need to show $a_q > b_p$ according to (8.62). We have,

$$a_q - b_p = \alpha \left( q(1 - p_e) - p^2(1 + p_e^2) \right) \quad (8.76)$$

which is positive if

$$p^2 \leq \frac{q(1 - p_e)}{1 + p_e^2}. \quad (8.77)$$

This completes the proof.
9 Conclusion and Future Directions

We introduced a network alignment algorithm called *EigenAlign* which aims to find a bijective mapping across vertices of two graphs to maximize the number of overlapping edges and to minimize the number of mismatched interactions across networks. *EigenAlign* creates a simple relaxation for the underlying QAP by relaxing binary assignment constraints linearly along the leading eigenvector of the alignment matrix. This leads to an eigenvector solution for the underlying network alignment optimization which can be solved efficiently through an eigen decomposition step followed by a linear assignment step. Unlike existent network alignment methods, *EigenAlign* considers both matched and mismatched interactions in its optimization and therefore, it is effective in aligning networks even with low similarity. This is critical in comparative analysis of biological networks of distal species because there are numerous mismatched interactions across those networks partially owing to extensive gene functional divergence due to processes such as gene duplication and loss.

For Erdős-Rényi graphs graphs, we proved that, the *EigenAlign* solution is asymptotically optimal with high probability, under some general conditions. Through simulations, we compared the performance of the *EigenAlign* algorithm with the one of existent network alignment methods based on belief propagation (NetAlign), spectral decomposition (IsoRank), Lagrange relaxation (Klau optimization), and a SDP-based method. Our simulations illustrated the effectiveness of the *EigenAlign* algorithm in aligning various network structures such as Erdős-Rényi, power law, and stochastic block structures, under different noise models.

For modular network structures, we showed that, *EigenAlign* can be used to split the large QAP into small subproblems. This enables the use of computationally expensive, but tight, semidefinite programming relaxations over each subproblem. We termed this hybrid method *EigenAlign+SDP*, which has high performance and low computational complexity. Note that, gene regulatory networks do not have the stochastic block structure considered in this method. To be able to use a SDP-based relaxation in our biological experiments, we applied the SDP relaxation to align small regulatory sub-graphs determined by homologous gene families. However, owing to small sizes of these gene families, this method did not perform well in our experiments. Designing practical SDP-based network alignment methods with low computational complexity remains a promising direction for feature work.

Identifying gene regulatory interactions and modules conserved across distal species can shed light on functional regulatory programs and pathways across diverse phylogenies, eventually leading to better understanding of human biology. To that end, we applied *EigenAlign* to compare gene regulatory networks across human, fly and worm species to infer conservation of individual regulatory connections which can be used to compute conserved pathways and modules across human, fly and worm organisms. *EigenAlign* inferred conserved regulatory interactions across these species despite large evolutionary distances spanned. Using *EigenAlign* mappings, we found strong conservation of centrally-connected genes and some biological pathways, especially for human-fly comparisons.

To compare regulatory pathways across human, fly and worm, we inferred regulatory interactions in these species by integrating genome-wide functional and physical regulatory evidences. We found that, these inferred interactions, especially in human and fly, overlap significantly with known benchmarks. These inferred interactions can be used as a guide to design informative high-throughput experiments to infer accurate context-specific regulatory interactions. Moreover, inferred regulatory interactions, specially conserved ones, provide useful resources to understand regulatory roles of individual genes, pathways and modules in human diseases [58], cancer [79] and...
drug designs [80–82]. Recently researchers have hypothesized that some human diseases can be due to single nucleotide variants (SNVs) sitting in enhancer-like regions of the genome and are typically enriched in transcription factor binding sites [83]. Therefore, using regulatory networks can help us identifying direct and indirect target genes and higher-order regulatory pathways of these disease-causing SNVs [84]. Moreover, drugs targeting specific conserved regulatory pathways can be tested first in model organism, reducing experimental costs and increasing their efficiency [80–82]. We believe that our inferred regulatory networks and network analysis techniques can make a significant impact in many areas of molecular and cell biology to study complex diseases, drug designs, and beyond.
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